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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS

Test and Measurement Solutions

CAN-USB & CAN-232
affordable CAN Bus to USB and RS232
interface solutions

===

Bronze Prize Winner ===
NASA Tech Briefs 2004

£125.00

DS1 M12 USB Scope / Logger
2 x 1MS/s Input Channels + waveform
generator output. EasyScope & EasyLogger s/w
included.

£36.00

USB-2COM-M
2 Port Industrial USB RS232 Serial with wall
mount bracket and DC auxiliary output
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Books) books) books!
It's that time of year again when we have a new
selection of technical books for reviewing. Please
have a look at the choice below and if interested in
any of them write an email to the Editor at
EWeditor@nexusmedia.com, stating the book's
title. The way book reviewing normally works is
that, as a reader, you select the book of interest to

you (it is normally done on a 'first come, first serve'
basis, so be certain to register your interest
quickly). Once you receive the book and finish
reading it, write us a short review, anything
between 800 and 900 words - or longer if you
feel the book merits it, and you can then keep the
book for your library.

• RFID Toys - Cool projects
for Home, Office and
Entertainment
Amal Graafstra

• Automotive
Electrics/Automotive
Electronics (Fourth Edition)
Robert Bosch GmbH

• Practical Process Control
for Engineers and
Technicians
Wolfgang Altmann

• Engineering Disasters Lessons to be Learned
Don Lawson

• Electric Relays - Principles
and Applications
Vladimir Gurevich

• The Design Warrior's Guide
to FPGAs - Devices, Tools
and Flows
Clive 'Max' Maxfield

• Advanced Manufacturing
Technology for Medical
Applications
Ian Gibson

• The Definitive Guide to How
Computers Do Math
Clive 'Max'Maxfield

• Advanced Systems Design
with Java, UML and MDA
Kevin Lano

• Military Avionics Systems
Ian Moir and Allan
Seabridge

• Wear - Materials,
Mechanisms and Practice
Edited by Gwindon W
Stachowiak

• Software Design for
iE ngineers and Scientists
John Robinson

• Bosch Automotive
Handbook (Sixth Edition)
Robert Bosch GmbH

• PIC in Practice - a ProjectBased Approach
D WSmith

• Building Interactive Worlds
in 3D
Jean-Marc Gauthier

• The Digital Consumer
Technology Book - A
Comprehensive Guide to
Devices, Standards, Future
Directions and
Programmable Logic
Solutions
Amit Dhir

whose names will be drawn at random will receive
these free of charge. Please use the same email
address as above. Good luck!

In addition, we also have a few books to give
away, without the 'hard' work of you having to
review them. If interested, please let us know
which one you'd like to have and the lucky few
• 1 x Engineering the World Stories from the First 75
Years of Texas Instruments

• Software Defined Radio Baseband Technology for
3G Handsets and
Basestations
Edited by Walter Tuttlebee

• 4 x Self on Audio - past
content from Electronics
World magazine
Douglas Self

• 1 x Antenna Toolkit
Joe Carr
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Infrared is being edged
out by Bluetooth
nfrared communication
between devices is being
replaced by wireless communication, and especially
Bluetooth. Whilst not so long
ago IrDA used to dominate the
sector for portable peripherals
such as printers, now it is
Bluetooth.
"Even though we used two
IrDA cones in our portable
printers to enlarge the angle
of communication, in 2005 it
[the demand for these systems) changed. A lot of
terminal [PDAs, mobile
phones, laptops etc) manufacturers are using Bluetooth and
we have no choice but to
follow. In 2005, 60% of all our
installations were Bluetooth

I

enabled. This year it will be
even more," said Antony
Revis, general manager at
Extech Data Systems.
Extech was one of the first
portable printer makers to
introduce Bluetooth in its
products. It uses the
Bluetooth module from the
Swedish supplier called
connectBlue. This is a
serial port adapter that
allows any device with a
UART/RS2321RS422 or
RS485 port to communicate wirelessly, without
additional software installation in the device. It supports
Bluetooth 1.1 and Bluetooth
2.0, short range or long
range, point-to-point or

multipoint communication, depending
on the product
requirements. A
feature named
Wireless Multidrop
enables the product
to simultaneously
communicate with
up to seven remote
Bluetooth devices
and to automatically form a wireless multidrop
network.
This module is also
used in Extech's
latest portable printer
- Andes 3, which also
accepts contact and contactless smartcards.

Andes 3 - the latest,
rugged portable printer
from Extech

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

High-speed cellular data capture,s the imagination
High Speed Downlink
Packet Access (HSDPA)
is becoming the new buzzword of the mobile phone
business. Downlink data
rates of 1.8 and 3.6Mbitls,
and even 7.2Mbitls in both
directions, with the coming
High Speed (HSUPA) for 3G
mobiles, is the next challenge, and eight chip and IP
suppliers announced solutions at the recent 3GSM
World Congress.
Qualcomm is one of them. It
has been sampling an
HSDPA chipset with a digital
baseband and separate RF
front-end since the end of
2004, well ahead of any
services that are just starting
to roll out. In addition, the firm

4

is combining the digital
baseband with an applications processor. The dual chip
will sample in the middle of
this year on a 65nm, says
Terry Yen, marketing manager. Then, the company will
move on to combine the
baseband with the RF for a
true single chip HSDPAI
HSUPA solution, potentially
sampling after 2008.
Momentum for HSDPA
technology is gathering.
Strategy Analytics predicts
70% of 3G handsets will use
HSDPA by 2010, and
Qualcomm claims 120 design
wins so far. It started sampiing a new version in March
2005, with higher data rates.
Competing with the digital

baseband is a UK start-up,
Icera. It developed a reconfigurable baseband modem
called Livanto, which can be
used for all three speeds with
just a software upgrade.
Other players are Agere,
which launched a 3.6Mbitls
HSDPA baseband chip - the
X455 - with a bill of materials of under $75 for midrange phones; Infineon
Technologies with its
7.2Mbitls S-GOLD3H baseband processor; Freescale
Semiconductors, which has
demonstrated HSDPA software running on its dual core
1.300 EDGE chip, and plans
to run HDSPA on its single
core mxc.300; and
Cambridge-based TTPcom.

According to Michael
Dimelow, product marketing
director at TIPcom, the firm
taped out a core for the
current generation WEDGE
chips in February and plans
to add HSDPA and HSUPA
hardware by the middle of this
year. Similarly, Israeli design
house Comsys is working
with a partner to implement
an HSDPA system. It has
already licensed its EDGE
technology to Texas
Instruments for a low-cost
GSM phone in India and
China, and it is adding the
HSDPAIUPA baseband
alongside. This will go up as
far as 14.4Mbitls, says the
company.
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UK firms
-be
cunning)
says Lord
L

ord Alec Broers (right)
from the Royal Academy
of Engineering is calling on
the UK semiconductor
industry and universities to
be "cunning, creative and
clever" to succeed in the
new era of applying old
technologies to new "combinations" and, as such,
become a competitive world
player.
"We [in the UK] have been
going down hill [in the
semiconductor business]
since 1984. It's essential
that we keep some expertise
in silicon in the UK. We have
to be a part of that," he said.
"We can't realistically touch
the Intels, Hitachis,
Samsungs and STs of this
world, but that doesn't mean
we can't have a presence.
What we are seeing now is
novel combinations of old
technologies, things like
GPS, sensors and silicon in,
say, biomedical applications. So, we need to come
up with a strategy of how to
participate effectively in this
era. We have to be cunning,
creative and clever. We need
to see what's the best way
of bringing this country
overall competitiveness."
Lord Broers criticised the
way money is currently
being spent at universities,
for what he said is irrelevant
research. What he'd like to
see is closer links between
UK firms and academia to

•
•
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spawn more commercial
research instead. "A lot of
the money spent on science :
and technology in this coun- :
try has to be spent on some- :
thing real , central and impor- :
tant - not cosmology etc."
:
"In 1984, it was still the
:
large research labs dominat- :
ing technology. In the last 15 •
••
year things have changed.
Things became too expen:
sive for a single company to :
maintain. We 've seen the rise :
•
of the monopolistic compa•
•
nies like Microsoft, IBM and
•
•
Intel. The rest of the world
•
has to accept that things are :
global and universities playa:
key part in that. University
:
:
research has to be tightly
coupled with the work of the •
••
industry," he added .
Lord Broers continued to
••
say that despite the difficul- :
ties in merging research
:
activities from universities
:
:
with those of local compa:
nies, it's the only way forward. "It's a difficult era; it's :
[a] fragmented [industry] and :
it's difficult enough to port a :
technology from one depart- :
•
ment to another in one
•
company, never mind get it
:
from a university and into
•
••
industry and make it effective. But, there we are - this :
is where the world has gone :
•
and we need to work with
•
•
that."
•

•
•
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Silicon's time is
not up just yet

S·

ulk silicon cannot be
replaced with novel
devices as their electric and
other properties do not
match that of silicon, say
semiconductor experts.
"The emerging devices
will not replace silicon
technology one day - it's
misleading. The switching
frequency for silicon is the
best and so is energy
dissipation, compared to
other devices. Carbon
nanotube [for example]
has a very bad subthreshold behaviour,
which is not good for our
industry," said Dr Thomas
Skotnicki, advanced
programme director at
STMicroelectronics,
based in Crolles.
Prof Mike Kelly from
Cambridge University
agrees. "No alternative
technology comes
remotely near to what
CMOS is doing. We're
going to be stuck with
CMOS for a long time to
come. No molecular
transistor, tunnelling
device or SET can compete with silicon, and if
anybody comes up saying
that one of them can,
they'll have to pull something else out of the hat."
Indeed, the SIA
road map states that
CMOS will remain the
industry workhorse until at
least 2020, but after that
its future becomes
blurred. Bulk silicon has
been scaled down mercilessly, despite resolution
problems experienced on
the way. However, further
scaling down will be

fraught with many other,
potentially insurmountable
problems.
"In R&D we are
approaching the atomic
resolution and scaling will
end. Bulk silicon was
successful when scaling it
to 100nm, but at 65nm we
had to add straining, then
we moved to Sol and
SoN, and by adding a
metallic gate through
silicide we can go to
32nm. To go beyond that
point we need more
engineering. We need to
work on fringing capacitances and metallic
junctions to move to
22nm. This is what we
need to work on to be
successful [in scaling
silicon further down],"
he said .
There are five key
criteria that need to be
met by any new device in
order to be as successful
as silicon has been in this
industry: design productivity, low power consumption, manufacturability, reliability and low
interference. But, if novel
devices cannot equal
silicon and silicon scaling
is going to stop at one
point, then what should
the industry do?
According to Dr Skotnicki,
it is both.
"We need to, instead,
complement CMOS with
other devices' functions
rather than substitute it
totally. Therefore, we
need to start turning on
system level; we need to
work on system level to
make future advances."

5
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IBM researchers have found a way
to extend a key chip-manufactLltng
process to generate smaller chip
cirClits. They have crea1ed 1he
smallest, high-quality line patIems
ever made using deep-uHraviolet
(DIN, 193nm) optical lithography
used in IIprinting" circuits on chips.
The clstinct and unifonnly spaced
rtdges are only 29.9nm wide, which
Is less Ulan one-1hird 1he size of 1he
9Ihn features now in mass
production and befow 1he 32nm 1hat
Industry consensus held as 1he limit
for opticalli1hography tecmiques.
IBM's new result indicates 1hat a
llhigh-index immersion" variant of
OW Ii1hography may provide a path
for extending Moore's Law fiI1her,
1hus buying 1he industry time.
Q
The top two IT-related problems are
operatioIml incidents iI1d staffing
Issues, states a global uvey
COIllnissiolied by1he IT Governance
InstHuIe (lTGQ. Security and COI11JIance were reported to be 1he least
In1JC)I1ant problems. 01her findings
Include: fJ6OA. of 1he orgarisations
sarveyed lI1ders1and iI1d ~1he
business users' needs; IT ouIsotrcing
Is no longer seen as 1he most
beneficial way to resolve IT problems
- some 45% respondents believe it Is
ineffecIive and 1he rumer of
compaIlies 1hat indicated they had no
IT problems increased from 7% in
2003to21%in2mi

Alunirnurn oxide useful in 'sticking'
ne\N types of nanotubes together
esearchers at the Weizmann Institute of
Science in Israel have discovered that using
aluminium oxide templates allows various particles to stick to each other, hence creating different
types of nanotubes.
'We expected the nanoparticles to bind to the
aluminium oxide template that had been done
before; but we did not expect them to bind to each
other, creating the tubes," said Prof Israel
Rubinstein, head of the research team.
So far, nanotubes have been created by using
carbon atoms. With the aluminium oxide method,
the Israeli scientists created a nanotube built of
gold and silver, which exhibits different electric and
optical properties to that of carbon nanotubes.
Although not mechanically strong as the carbon
nanotube, the different materials nanotubes can be
used as building blocks, tailoring them for diverse
applications. The properties can be altered by
choosing different types of nanoparticles or mixes,
thus creating composite tubes. Moreover, the
nanoparticle building blocks can serve as a
scaffold for various add-ons, such as metallic,
semiconducting or polymer-type materials, thus

R

Custom liquid displays
~~

Create asketch/mechanical print
and written description of the
custom LCD and understand the
pinout of the LCD. (Pinout definition
is best left to the glass manufacturer
due to the constraints of routing the
common and segment electrodes in
two dimensions.)

~~

Send the proposed LCD sketch and
description for awritten quotation to
at least trlree vendors to determine
pricing, scheduling and quality
concerns.

Q
Over 100 million RAD tags were
shipped in China in 2005, says
market research house In-statlt
forecasIs a figure exceeding 2.9bn
tags to be shipped by 2009. During
tis period, 1he main RAD application will be for human ID throogh
aina's second-generation Resident
10 card program, in a COtIIb'y with
population of over 1.3 billion.
Q
The Imovation Advisory Service is
looking for ambitious electronic
finns to take part in a progranune
designed to help growth companies
in 1he South East gain access to
rescuces and fooding for innovation. Support would include helping
finns apply for funding, sectI'8 new
business opportunities, investigate
new 1echnoIogies and access 1he
latest research. To contact an
Imovation Advisor businesses can

can OlD) 288 8807 or visit
www.iasse.co.uk

further expanding the available properties.
The tubes are produced at room temperature in
a three-step process. A nanoporous aluminium
oxide template is chemically modi'fied to make it
bind readily to gold or silver nanoparticles. When a
solution containing the nanoparticles (each only
14nm in diameter) is poured through, they bind
both to the aluminium oxide membrane and to
themselves, creating multi-layered nanotubes in
the membrane pores. In step three, the aluminium
oxide membrane is dissolved, leaving an assembly
of free-standing, solid nanotubes. The team has
succeeded in creating various metal and composite nanotubes, including gold, silver, gold/palladium
and copper-coated gold tubes.
''The tubes are porous and have a high surface
area, distinct optical properties and electrical
conductivity. Collectively, the tube's unusual
properties may enable the design of future sensors
and catalysts - both requiring high surface area,
as well as microfluidic, chemistry-on-a-chip systems applied in biotechnology, such as DNA chips
(used to detect genetic mutations and evaluate
drug performance)," said Prof Rubinstein.

~~

~~

~~

Consider what useful information
needs to be displayed on the
custom LCD and the combination of
alphanumeric and custom icons that
will be necessary.
Understand the environment in
which the LCD will be required to
operate. Operating voltage and
temperature can heavily influence
the contrast of the LCD and
potentially limit the type of LCD that
can be used.
Determine the number of segments
necessary to achieve the desired
display on the LCD and reference
the PIC microcontroller LCD matrix
for the appropriate LCD PIC
Illicrocontrollers.

~~

Take into account total NRE cost,
price per unit, as well as any setup
fees.

~~

Allow aminimum of two weeks for
formal mechanical drawings, pin
assignments and revised counter
drawings.

~~

Request aminimal initial prototype
LCD build to ensure proper LCD

development and ensure proper
functionality within the target
application. Allow typically 4-6
weeks for initial LCD prototype
delivery upon final approval of
mechanical drawings and pin
assignments.
~~

Upon receipt of prototype LCD,
confirm functionality before giving
final approval and beginning
production of LCD.

~~

Be sure to maintain good records by
keeping copies of all materials
transferred between both parties,
such as initial sketches, drawings,
pinouts, etc.

This month's Top Ten Tips were sent in
by Microchip.
If you'd like to send us your top five or
top ten tips on any subject you like,
please write to the Editor at
EWeditor@highburybiz.com
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Wi-Fi heads for the embedded
market
evelopers of wireless
networking chips are
heading for the mobile phone
and embedded markets with
new modules and chips.
Market research firm InStat
predicts that shipments of WiFi enabled consumer devices,
including cellular handsets,
PDAs, game consoles and
other handheld products, will
exceed 180 million units by
2009.
US-based broadband chips
supplier Marvell is developing a low power IEEEB02 .11
Wi-Fi module based on a
variant of the ARM processor core. "We have been
working with module vendors in Asia to create an
802.11 bIg package that
measures 9.6mm x 9.6mm ,"

D

Conexant focuses on low
power w ith its Wi -Fi c hips

said Todd Tokubo, director
of applications engineering
for the embedded wireless
business ."
It is using a variant of the
Feroceon core, an ARMcompatible core developed
by Marvell, where the memory interface and instruction
pipeline have been modified
for lower power operation,
and power down modes
have been added to all the
blocks in the core.
At the same time ,

Conexant Systems
has been working with
Sharp Electronics on a
Wi-Fi module. This
uses Conexant's
CX3110X silicon and
Sharp's packaging technology for a module under 10mm
x 10mm in size.
"Low power and small
form-factor are critical
parameters for embedded
mobile applications," said
Chee Kwan, vice president
and general manager at
Conexant.
Marvell is also launching
its first new standalone
processor for embedded
applications, also based on
Feroceon. The 400MHz
Orion processor is made in
0.15um technology.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DNA harnessed to create
nanoscale transistors
cientists at the Technion
Israel Institute of
Technology have harnessed
the power of DNA to create a
self-assembling nanoscale
transistor. This is an important
step in the development of
nanoscale devices.
According to Professor Erez
Braun of the Faculty Physics
at the Technion, science has
been intrigued with the idea of
using biology to build electronic transistors that assemble
without human manipulation.
However, until now, demonstrating it in the lab has
remained elusive.
To get the transistors to self

S
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assemble, the Technion
research team attached a
carbon nanotube onto a
specific site on a DNA strand,
and then made metal
nanowires out of DNA
molecules at each end of the
nanotube.
To attach the nanotube to
the DI\JA, Prof Braun coated it
with protein and then added
bacteria protein to the test
tube. Proteins naturally bond
together, hence the carbon
nanotube bound to the DNA
strand at the bacteria protein.
The tiny metal nanowires were
then created by coating DNA
molecules with gold. In this

step, the bacteria protein
served another purpose: it
prevented the metal from
coating the bacteria-coated
DNA segment, creating
extending gold nanowires only
at the ends of the DNA strand.
Out of 45 nanoscale devices
created in three batches,
almost a third emerged as
self-assembled transistors.
They can be switched on and
off by applying voltage to
them.
Prof Braun believes that
initially these devices will be
used in computers followed by
tiny sensors to perform diagnostic tests in healthcare.

Texas mtnments (Tl) has joined the
High-OeIinition Audio-Video Network
AllIance (HANA), a aoss-inckJsIry
collaboration focusing on COIII8Cted,
home enlBrtainment pnxb:ts.
1he groop was established in October
last year and includes many
COI1StII1eI' electronics makers,
content and service providers,
Information 1echnology providers as
wei as film studios. They are
working 1Dgether to create a des91
gLideIile for sectI'e AV nelwoI1a; and
user-friendly HD pnxkIcIs. Among
1hem en Mitsubishi Digital
EIecIronics America, JVC, SamsI.I1g,
SIll Microsystems, Oxford
SemicorKkIcIDr, Marvell, FreescaIe
and many nue.

Q
LSI Logic has joined the SIorage
Bridge Bay (588) WOI1dng ~, an
iDIsIry initiative set up to define a
Iow-cost sIandard for storage
conIroIIer slots. Dell and Intel are
already members. Initially, the SBB
working ~ will focus on
deveIopi1g and distributing specHicadons for the standardisation of
exBnaI dsk subsystem tecf1IQogIes. 1he specifications will define a
mechanicallelectrical i1terface
between a passive backpIcIle mtve
array and the electronics packages
Inked to the array. It is expecled that
the first release of the specification
wi be COIJ1)IeIed by nid-2ID.
Q

IBM and DassalJt Systemes
annotn:ed a new aoss-indusIry
iitiaIive aimed at fosteIi1g innovation and trallSfonning the way their
cusIomers design, maoofacb.n and
deliver proWcts to the martmt. 1he
set of solutions is parlicularty aimed
at inclJsIries where respoI KIng to
cusIomers on demand is critical,
such as the electronics and conSIII1er packaged goods irDlslries.
Q
1he GSM Association (GSMA) and
Intel amotn:ed an initiative to mive
the adoption of GSM in laptop
cornpuIers. JoinUy they Wll develop
gLidelines for integrating 3G modems
and 81M cards into laptop CQI11KIIerS,
enabling automatic COIlleCtion to
boIh 365M networks and Wi-R
networks around the wor1d - using
the same 81M card 1ecI1101ogy used
by mobile phones.
1he aIIance will seek to engage
mobile operators, PC manufacbms
and networ1< il1frastructge providers.

7
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3G operators fight with DVB-T
broaCicasters over mobile TV

T

he European standard
for mobile TV over
digital terrestrial television
networks is gaining
momentum with several
new chip announcements,
but other technologies are
emerging to challenge its
dominance in the mobile
phone market.
Philips Semiconductor,
Micronas, Microtune, Siano
Mobile Silicon and TTPcom
all launched either a DVB-H
tuner, a multi-standard
chipset supporting DVB-H,
DVB-T, T-DNlB, DAB or
development platforms for
M DTV. All of them rely on
partnering with a broadcaster to use existing
digital terrestrial transmit-

ters. DVB-H (Digital Video
Broadcasting - Handheld)
is based on the DVB-T
standard for digital terrestrial television but tailored
to the special requirements
of the pocket-size class of
receivers.
But, IPWireless, which
has a large development
centre in Chippenham in
the UK, is offering operators a different way of
sending TV to phones, this
time using the 3G network
instead. It has developed
TDtv, which combines
IPWireless's commercial
UMTS TO-COMA technology and the latest Multimedia Broadcast and
Multicast Standard (MBMS)

from the 3GPP standards
body supporting 3G.
This allows TV to be sent
via satellite to a basestation and then multicast
direct to multiple 3G handsets, without having to set
up many point-to-point
calls. This dramatically
reduces the cost of providing TV but keeps the operators in control of the content. UK operator Orange is
now testing the technology
and IPWireless is integrating the baseband chips into
a PC card and into a single
chip for 3G phones, where
it will compete directly with
DVB-H.
"It would be a terrible
irony if the next big oppor-
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Russia enters high-tech stratosphere
R

ussia is keen to start
competing in high-tech
and is creating economic
zones to kick-start the process.
Head of the Russian
government, Mikhail
Fradkov, signed a decree for
the creation of six special
economic zones at the
beginning of this year. Four
of these will be focusing on
high-tech applications and
two on industrial production.
The high-tech zones will be
established in Dubna and
Zelenograd (both near
Moscow), and SaintPetersburg and Tomsk. The
industry zones will be set up
in Elabug (Tatarastan) and
Lipetsk.
Zelenograd will cover
microelectronics, SaintPetersburg information
technologies and the development of analytical devices,

Dubna nuclear physics and
Tomsk new materials.
Lipetsk will specialise in the
production of electronic
consumbles.
Mikron, a chipmaker based
in Zelenograd, has already
agreed three projects with
foreign firms. These include
the manufacture of chip
cards in cooperation with
Giesicke & Davrient, which
began operation in March
this year; a chip modules
packaging line to be
launched in June this year in
partnership with Infineon;
and a future upgrade of the
chip cards production line,
scheduled for 2007.
Mikron is considered a
leading Russian chip manufacturer, which was founded
in 1964. Its high-tech design
centre opened in May last
year.

Tsarskoye Selo, St. Petersburg
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Spansion aims for
secure smartcard
market \Nith HD-SIM
Flash memory maker
Spansion is preparing a new
range of secure smartcard
chips. It is combining a 32-bit
ARM processor with its Mirror
Bit flash memory and an
encryption engine licensed
from M-Systems of Israel to
allow user data to be stored on
the smartcard, removing the

.. May 2006 .
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need for an extra memory card
slot in cost-sensitive mobile
phone designs.
The HD-SIM also includes
hooks for digital rights management and 'sensors' to control
access to the different system
blocks, to protect the content
on the smartcard. "I believe that
the smartcard is the best place

to put DRM," said Jean-Marc
Julia, vice president and
general manager for Europe at
Spansion. "It has all the appropriate watchdogs."
This will also allow content
providers to pre-load music and
games on the phone to reduce
the subsidies paid by operators.
MirrorBit is a NOR memory
array with a NAND interface,
which lends itself well to
integrating with logic and
interconnect, says Julia. It
stores data in two memory
locations in the cell, making it

more secure than multiple bits
in one cell, without an area
penalty. A 1Gbit device is 82 to
90mm2 in a 90nm process,
similar to 83mm2 for NAND
flash. The chip also includes
interfaces for USB for high
speed access.
Partners for the technology which will only be supplied as a
chip, not a module - will be
announced in the autumn, with
the first 64Mbit single chip at
the beginning of 2007 and
higher densities later next year.
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NEWBURY ELECTRONICS, the home of PCBTrain, the
UK market leader for low-cost prototype PCBs
Exclusive UK representatives for Circuit Mission Ltd
(China) - manufacturers of low-cost high quality rigid
PCBs
Exclusive UK representatives for Sunflex Ltd (Taiwan &
China) - manufacturers of flexible circuits
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Insight

Bridging
the skills Gap
"Keep university research alive" is the nlessage from
Keith Attwood , CEO, e2vtechnologies
ith UK manufacturing
tries with relatively low labour costs and
under-performing as an
where education and skills levels are high,
industry group, its
for example, hourly labour costs in South
Korea are just over half UK levels, but the
leaders have been
debating the way back
proportion of graduates in the working age
to health for some time. Some believe it is
population is almost identical. But if more
British businesses make long-term comdown to businesses themselves to adapt
mitments to education and strategic partto global competition and others argue
that the responsibility lies with the govnerships, the UK will remain at the cutting
ernment. No matter what view you may
edge of manufacturing and the future will
take, increasing investment in skills is
be more appealing.
essential if the UK is to secure a positive
Indeed, academic collaboration has hismanufacturing future.
tori cally proved successful across the
Increasingly, less developed countries
globe. Strategic partnerships like these
are acquiring the know-how to make
help develop innovative technologies that
inevitably aid growth. In turn, discoveries
many of their own products, rather than
importing them. This is just one reason
made help customer's maintain their
world leading positions in their respective
the UK has been struggling to maintain its
competitive advantage. The UK's
markets.
stronghold in high-tech, high-end sectors
Without a constant feed of new ideas
is now under threat and companies need
and technology 'from the academic world
to ensure business
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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, ' Without a constant feed of new ideas and technology
structures are correct to
from the academic world many firms would not have
enable a continued
been able to maintain their market positions
stream of well qualified
technologists and prevent a critical skills gap.
many firms would not have been able to
Meanwhile, major capital projects such
maintain their market positions. For
as Heathrow T5 and Stansted T2 have
example, e2v collaborated with Brunei
University to launch a Centre for
shown we face shortages right across our
practical skills base. Looking ahead, one
Electronic Imaging, which concentrates
on transforming R&D activity into new
can only wonder how we are going to fare
when it comes to the Olympics in 2012.
imaging technology and developing prodSo what can we do?
ucts for new markets.
The education system has to become
Partnerships with government are
another means to ensure that the necesmore appropriate to the needs of worldsary level of research 'flows through the
class businesses, which means delivering
competent people from the ground up. We
industry and fuels growth. After much
need to stimulate the interests of young
delay, the British government has begun
to realise the importance of businesses
people in science, technology and engineering or we will struggle in the future.
and universities coming together to boost
the countries ability to compete in this
UK-based firms face competition in coun-
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knowledge-based global economy.
Knowledge Transfer Partnership
schemes (KTP) have replaced the old
Teaching Company Scheme, and are a
successful tool that enable the transfer of
strategic technology and knowledge from
universities into UK industry. Bright ideas
come from stimulated and involved
people and KTPs and academic collaboration enable this. However, more can be
done. It's generally accepted that the
future for British industry depends on
skills and innovation, and bringing this
innovation to the marketplace is totally
intertwined with the knowledge resources
available at universities. Such development needs funding and requires that
companies shouldn't turn away in the
mistaken belief that it's only about hightech, and therefore is not for them.
Companies must innovate right across
their businesses. People are much as part
of this as anything else. It is of paramount
importance that manufacturing companies and government act more strategically to address current skills shortages.
Innovation results in the technology that
brings exciting new products and services
to the market place. Innovation results in
high quality jobs, successful businesses,
better goods and more efficient processes. Innovation must not be ignored.
Research consistently demonstrates the
positive correlation between innovation
and company performance. By increasing
investment in skills and creating a culture
of innovation, the UK will inevitably be in a
better position to achieve and maintain
competitive advantage in the increasingly
global market place.
Keith Attwood, CEO, e2v technologies
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Philippines:
More Than Just call Cenb"es
I

By Sieve Rogerson

The Philippines is often not at the top of company
lists when looking for opportunities abroad)
but Steve Rogerson discovered that for
many sectors) the country is worth a closer look
The Philippines can provide a
base for exporting to other
countries in south-east Asia

first look at the Philippines gives the impression that the
only opportunities for western companies, including
those from the UK, are in outsourcing, whether manufacture or, increasingly, call centres; the country had
more than 70,000 call centre seats by autumn 2005 and
is increasing that number all the time. While it is true that the
country does provide a ready source of cheap, well-trained labour,
and that the outsourcing path is one actively supported by the
Philippines government, it would be a mistake to view this as the
only opportunity the country provides.
One such area for exports actually stems from the cheap
labour. A number of companies, including some large electronics
companies, have set up manufacturing plants there, and these
plants need raw materials. The UK has a number of producers of
such electronics components, from quite sophisticated devices
down to basic connectors, all of which are needed in the manufacture of, say, laptop computers and other electronics goods.
Though these will eventually be re-exported from the Philippines
as part of a finished product, there is still an opportunity for British
companies to sell their wares and many are already doing so.
Another key market is in mobile communications. The mobile
market in the Philippines is relatively small compared not just with
Europe but with other countries in south-east Asia. As mobile
penetration grows, there is a lot of scope for investment. Though
the low income of many in the country may prevent this penetration hitting the dizzy 80% plus heights seen in some countries,

A
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there is room for the penetration to increase rapidly in the next
few years. Penetration stood at 40% by the end of 2004.
This, ironically, is helped by the poor infrastructure in the
country. Fixed telecommunications does not reach every home
and so provides an opportunity for mobile operators to make their
products the technology of choice for communications. This is a
pattern that has already been seen in some Eastern European
countries and it is likely that the Philippines will follow that route.
The opportunities this presents lies not in hardware - the global
handset market is well tied up between the big players such as
Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson and the like - but in software. The
trend now is for mobile phones to become all-in-one communications devices and electronic personal assistants, and these
require software. Popular everywhere is games software and
there is a shortage of such applications in the Philippines. In fact,
they are actively looking for providers of gaming software for
mobile devices.
There is also an increase in fixed broadband as residential users
sign up to ADSL, as well as a number of companies in the corporate sector, including the important SME market. The main use in
the corporate market seems to be for IP VPNs.
The country is also dipping its toes into the wireless LAN market
and there is likely to be significant growth in this area in the next few
years. Wireless LAN hot spots are already available in selected
shopping malls and other commercial areas. Also, as everywhere,
the corporate sector is starting to consider wireless LANs as a
cheap, efficient way of networking an office.
Where western countries such as the UK have an advantage
here is in experience. Though this technology is hardly past its
infancy in the Philippines, there is now a wealth of experience in
setting up corporate wireless LANs and solving the security problems that go with them. This is expertise that could be sold to the
Philippines.
Where the country is seriously lagging behind other countries is
in Internet access, though this is growing with the proliferation of
Internet cafes. Also, many hotels are now providing Internet
access in their rooms as a matter of course.
UK companies already have a good track record in exporting
educational software to south-east Asia and should therefore be
looking to adding the Philippines on their radar. This may be a
slow process but the opportunity is there to establish a foothold
early on.
Another potential area for the selling of expertise is in energy
conservation and environmental protection. Europe is well
advanced in both these areas, whereas the Philippines is only just
beginning to realise its importance.
ElECTRONICS WORLD. May
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Atlas DCA Semiconductor Analyser
• Connect any way round.
•
• Automatically identify type of part. including VAT and UK Delivery!
• Automatically identify pinout.
• Measures lots of component data.
• Supports Bipolar transistors, Darlingtons,
JFETs, MOSFETs, Sensitive Triacs and
Thyristors, LEOs, diodes and diodes networks.
• Supplied complete with probes, battery and a
comprehensive illustrated user guide.

£79.00
including VAT and UK Delivery!

Model
LCR40

Atlas LCR Passive Component Analyser
• Automatically identify Inductors, Capacitors and
Resistors.
• Automatic test frequency selection (DC, 1kHz,
15kHz and 200kHz Sine Waves).
• 1% Basic accuracy.
• Inductance from 1uH to 10 Henries!
• Capacitance from 1pf to 10,OOOuF.
• Resistance from 1 ohm to 2 Megohms.
• Compatible with optional SMD tweezers.
• Supplied complete with probes, battery and a
comprehensive user guide.

Made in Buxton, UK.

New Atlas Star Pack!
Includes the following items:
• Atlas DCA Semiconductor Component Analyser.
• Atlas LCR Passive Component Analyser.
• *New* Improved user guides.
• *New* Long-Reach Clutch probes for LCR.
• *New* Stainless Steel Keyring.
• Microhook probes for LCR and DCA.
• Extra spare battery.
• Premium dual carry case.

£130.00
including VAT and UK Delivery!
Prices valid for limited period and subject to change without notice
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Power Measurement

Osci oscope Measurements
of Power Dissipation in
Switch mode Power Supp ies
In this article, Hans-Peter Fleischheuer
describes how a Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope
(DPO) equipped with appropriate power
measurement software can be used to carry
out the necessary measurement and analysis
of key parameters in switch-mode powersupply applications

ith demand for power driving architectural
changes to switching power systems, the ability
to measure and analyse the power dissipation in
next-generation switch-mode power supplies
(SMPS) is critical. New power supply architectures with much higher data speeds and Gigahertz-class processors that need higher current and lower voltages are creating new
pressures for power-supply designers in the areas of efficiency,
power density, reliability and cost.
To address these demands, designers are adopting new architectures incorporating synchronous rectifiers, active power-factor
correction and higher switching frequencies. These techniques, in
turn, create new challenges, like high power dissipation at the
switching device, thermal runaway and excessive EMI/EMC
effects.
A key parameter in understanding these effects is the power
loss that occurs during the switching process. During the transition from 'off' to 'on' state, the power supply experiences higher
power loss. The power loss at the switching device while in the
'on' or 'off' state is lower because the current through the device
or the voltage across the device is quite small.
The inductors and transformers associated with the switching
device isolate the output voltage and smooth the load current.
These inductors and transformers are also subjected to switching
frequencies, resulting in power dissipation and occasional malfunctioning because of saturation.
Because the power dissipated in a switch-mode power supply
determines the overall efficiency of, and the thermal effect on, the
power supply, the measurement of power loss at the switching
device and the inductors and transformers assumes great importance - especially for indicating power efficiency and thermal runaway. Therefore, it will be extremely useful to accurately and
rapidly measure and analyse instantaneous power loss under
changing load conditions.

W
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Talking challenges
Among the challenges faced by designers to achieve such measurements and instantaneous analysis of power loss for different
devices are:
» Establishing a test setup for accurate power-loss measurement
» Correcting errors caused by propagation delay in the voltage
and current probes
» Computing power loss at a non-periodic switching cycle
» Analysing power loss while the load is changing dynamically
» Computing core loss at the inductor or transformer.
Fortunately, sophisticated power analysis software is now available, which runs on the latest generation of Digital Phosphor
Oscilloscopes (Figure 1), sharing a common 'look and feel' with
the oscilloscope user interface to provide intuitive navigation and
ease of use. This power measurement and analysis application
software helps switch-mode power-supply designers to accurately
perform power-loss analysis on the switching devices and magnetic components, as well as performing detailed input/output
analysis. Key features of the software include a facility known as
'Hi-Power Finder' (described in more detail later), sophisticated
report generation, a ripple finder, the ability to make magnetic measurements, and a quick and efficient automatic de-skew capability.

Test setup for accurate powe....loss measurement
Figure 2 shows a simplified circuit for a switch-mode power
supply. The metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
(Mosfet), driven by a 40kHz clock, controls the current. The
Mosfet in Figure 2 is not connected to the AC main ground or to
the circuit output ground. Therefore, taking a simple groundreferenced voltage measurement with an oscilloscope would be
impossible because connecting the probe's ground lead to any of
the Mosfet's terminals would short-circuit that point to ground
through the oscilloscope.
Making a differential measurement is the best way to measure
the Mosfet's voltage waveforms. With a differential measurement,
it is possible to measure the drain-to-source voltage (VDS), which
can ride on top of a voltage ranging from tens to hundreds of
volts, depending on the range of the power supply.
There are several possible methods of measuring VDS :
» Float the oscilloscope's chassis ground. This is not recommended because it is highly unsafe and endangers the user,
the device under test and the oscilloscope.
» Use the two conventional passive probes with their ground leads
connected to each other and use the oscilloscope's channel
mathematics capability. This measurement is known as 'quasi-
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differential'. However, the passive probes
in combination with the oscilloscope's
amplifier lack sufficient common-mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) to adequately block
any common-mode voltages. This setup
cannot measure the voltage accurately,
but it allows the use of existing probes.
~ Use a commercially available probe
isolator to isolate the oscilloscope's
chassis ground. The probe's ground
lead will no longer be at ground potential, and the probe can be connected
directly to a test point. Probe isolators
are an effective solution, but are
expensive, costing two to five times as
much as differential probes.
~ Use a true differential probe on a
wideband oscilloscope for the accurate measurement of Vos.
For current measurements through the
Mosfet, the user first clamps on the current probe. The next step is to fine-tune
Figure 1: The Tektronix DPOPWR power m easurement and analysis software runs o n the
the measurement system. Many
com pany's DP07000 series of Digital Phosphor Oscilloscopes (DPOs)
differential probes have built-in DC offset
trimmers. With the device under test turned off and the oscilloHowever, this is a time-consuming process.
scope and probes fully 'warmed', the oscilloscope is set to meaThe process can be greatly simplified by using a high
sure the mean of voltage and current waveforms, using the sensi-bandwidth DPO equipped with a de-skew fixture and power
tivity settings that will be used in the actual measurement. With
measurement software. To de-skew, the differential voltage probe
no signal present, the trimmer is adjusted to null the mean value
and the current probe are connected to the de-skew fixture's test
for each waveform to
This step minimises the chance of a
point. The de-skew fixture is driven by either the auxiliary output
or the calibration output signal of the oscilloscope. If desired, the
measurement error resulting from quiescent voltages and currents in the measurement system.
de-skew fixture can be driven by an external source. The de-skew
capability of the power analysis software will automatically set up
Correcting errors caused by voltage and current the oscilloscope and calculate the propagation delay caused by
probe propagation delay
the probing. The de-skew function then uses the oscilloscope's
Before making any power loss measurement in a switch-mode
de-skew range and automatically offsets for skew. The test setup
power supply, it is important to synchronise the voltage and curis now ready for accurate measurements. Figures 3 and 4 show
rent signals to eliminate propagation delay. This process is called
the current and voltage signal before and after de-skew.
'de-skewing'. The traditional method calls for calculating the
skew between the voltage and current signal, and then manually
Computing power loss at a non-periodic switching
adjusting the skew using the oscilloscope's de-skew range.
signal
Measuring the dynamic switching parameter is simple if the
emitter or the drain is grounded. But, with a floating voltage, a
differential voltage must be measured. To accurately characterise
and measure a differential switching signal, a differential probe is
required. A Hall-effect current probe allows the current through the
switching device to be viewed without breaking the circuit. The
automatic de-skew feature of the power analysis software is then
used to eliminate the propagation delay caused by the probes.
The 'switching loss' feature in the software automatically computes the power waveform and measures minimum, maximum
and average power loss at the switching device for the acquired
data. This is then presented as turn-on loss, turn-off loss and
power loss, as shown in Figure 5. This is useful data for
analysing power dissipation at the device. Knowing power loss at
turn-on and turn-off allows the user to adjust the voltages and
current transitions to reduce the power loss.
Figure 2: Sim plified c irc uit for a switc h-mode power supply
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Figure 3: Propagation delay for a voltage and current signal

During the load change, the control loop of the switch-mode
power supply changes the switching frequency to drive the
output load. Figure 6 shows a power waveform when the load is
switched. Note that the power loss at the switching device also
changes as the load is switched. The resulting power waveform
will be non-periodic in nature.
Analysing the non-periodic power waveform can be a tedious
task. However, the advanced measurement capabilities of the
power analysis software automatically compute the minimum
power loss, maximum power loss and average power loss, providing additional information about the switching device.

Analysing power loss while load is changing
dynamically
In a real-world environment, the power supply is continuously
subjected to a dynamic load. Figure 6 shows that the power loss
that occurs at switching also changes during the load change. It
is very important to capture the entire load-changing event and
characterise the switching loss to make sure that it does not
stress the device.
Today, most designers use an oscilloscope with deep memory
(2Mbyte) and a high sampling rate to capture events with the
required resolution. However, this presents the challenge of
analysing a huge amount of data from the switching loss points.
The 'HiPower Finder' feature of the power analysis software eliminates this challenge of analysing the deep memory data. A typical
result is shown in Figure 7, while Figure 8 goes a step further by
showing a summary of the number of switching events and the
maximum and minimum switching losses in the acquired data. It
is then possible to view the desired switching loss points by
inputting a particular range of interest. All the user has to do is to
choose the point of interest within the range and ask the HiPower
Finder to locate it within the deep memory data. The cursor will
link to the requested area. On locating the point, the software can
be used to zoom in around the cursor location and see the
activity in more detail. This, combined with the previously mentioned switching-loss capabilities, quickly and effectively analyses
the power dissipation at the switching device.

Figure 4: The signal shown in Figure 2 after the automatic de-skew
operation

Computing power loss at the magnetic component
Another way to reduce power dissipation comes in the magnetic
core area. From the typical AC/DC and DC/DC circuit diagram,
the inductor and transformer are the other components that will
dissipate power, thereby affecting power efficiency and causing
thermal runaway.
Typically, inductors are tested using an LCR meter which produces a sine-wave test signal. In a switch-mode power supply,
the inductors will be subjected to high-voltage, high-current
switching signals, which are not sinusoidal. As a result, powersupply designers need to monitor the inductor or transformer
behaviour in a live power supply. Testing with an LCR meter may
not reflect a real-life scenario.
The most effective method of monitoring the behaviour of the
core is through the 8-H curve, which quickly reveals inductor
behaviour in a power supply. The power analysis software allows
rapid 8-H analysis to be carried out on an oscilloscope without
the need for expensive and dedicated tools.
The inductor and transformer will have different behaviour
during the turn-on time and steady state of the power supply. In
the past, to view and analyse 8-H characteristics, designers have
had to acquire the signals and conduct further analysis on a PC.
The oscilloscope software now enables the 8-H analysis to be
performed directly on the oscilloscope, providing instantaneous
viewing of inductor behaviour as shown in Figure 9.
This magnetic analysis capability also automatically measures
power loss and inductor value in a real-world power-supply environment. To derive the core loss at the inductor or transformer, all
that is required is to make power-loss measurements at the primary and the secondary. The difference of these results is the
power loss at the core. Also, under no-load conditions, the power
loss at the primary is the total power loss at the secondary,
including the core loss. These measurements can reveal information on the power dissipation area.

The necessary tools
Key features of the power measurement and analysis software
described in this article, including the ability to measure the
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Figure 5: Minimum, maximum and average power loss during turnon at the switching device

Figure 6: Minimum, maximum and average power loss at the switching device during the load change

Figure 7: The result of using HiPower Finder, showing power waveform at the switching device at load change

Figure 8: Using HiPower Finder and oscilloscope zoom for further
analysis

Figure 9: Instantaneous B-H plot for the acquired waveform, showing cursor linkage

Figure 10: Inductance measurement

power loss at the switching device, the 'HiPower Finder' capability and 8-H analysis, provide the tools necessary to make rapid
measurements on switch-mode power supplies. When using a

opo, the software allows users to quickly locate the power dissipation areas of interest and to view the behaviour of power dissipation in a dynamic situation.
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The Handyscope HS4 starts
a new standard for multi
channel measuring,
It offers perfect measure
qualities and through the USB
connection it is easy to
connect to every PC, Because
of the very versatile software it
becomes simple to extend the
instrument to 51 2 channels,
A four channel, 12-16 bit
oscilloscope, spectrum
analyzer, transient recorder and
voltmeter created as a most
compact instrument.

_

12 to 16 bit resolution (6 {Nolt resolution)

-

25 MHz bandwidth

-

Input sensitivity from 200 mVolt up to 80 Volt

-

Large memory up to 131060 samples per channel

-

Four integrated measuring devices

_

Spectrum analyzer with a dynamic range of 95 dB

-

Fast transient recorder up to 100 kHz

_

Several trigger features

_ Auto start/stop triggering
_ Auto disk function up to 1000 files
-

Auto setup for amplitude axis and time base

_ Auto trigger level and hysteresis setting
-

Cursor measurements with setup read-outs

_

Multi window signal display

_

Multi channel display

Semiconductors

SOl Process Pushes
Boundaries for Low-power
and Precision Amplifiers
Process technology has become a key differentiator
for state-of-the-art analogue products.
Dr. Huibert Verhoeven , Senior Design Manager
for Precision Amplifiers at National Semiconductor
explains how the company created VIP50
nalogue and digital process technologies are on rapidly diverging paths.
Digital process technology has focused
on economies of scale. Large wafer
diameters, currently up to 12 inches,
and decreasing feature sizes have enabled an enormous increase in digital circuit complexity. Deep
submicron circuit technology's extremely high
development and implementation costs have driven
standardisation in digital process capability.
At the same time, maximum allowable supply
voltages have come down significantly due to the
increased circuit density. Maximum operating
voltages of 1.8V and below are common in today's
digital processes. Integration of high-performance
analogue circuits in an ASIC or application-specific
semiconductor product (ASSP) utilising a state-ofthe-art digital process is becoming less and less
feasible.

A

Complex worlds
The analogue world is more complex. Supply
voltage requirements are typically dictated by
system considerations. Many industrial test and
measurement systems still operate with 10V power
supplies due to signal-to-noise and legacy system
design considerations. Automotive systems, which
are operated directly off an unregulated car battery,
need to be able to operate at 12V and be able to
survive voltages of up to 27V to accommodate
jump-starts and temporary system fault conditions.
Future automotive systems that may include battery
voltages up to 42V will further complicate the analogue landscape.
In addition to a higher supply voltage, a number
of industrial and automotive systems also require
operation up to 150°C. Leakage currents inherent
to semiconductor devices increase by a factor of
approximately two for every 10 degrees of temperature increase, limiting circuit performance when
using standard IC technologies. 150°C tempera-

.
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ture operation also pushes the limits of IC packaging technology and will require more bare-die
solutions.
Medical systems, on the other hand, require high
accuracy and an increasingly high level of integration. Medical imaging systems, for example, often
consist of a large number of parallel channels in a
small footprint. Obtaining high bandwidths and low
noise at the lowest possible power level is crucial
in these applications.
National Semiconductor decided two years ago
to develop an analogue IC process specifically
optimised for high-performance amplifier applications. Key focus was put on obtaining a wide
operating voltage range, a wide operating
temperature range, excellent speed-to-power
ratios and world-class accuracy.

Precision analogue
The efficiency of integrated transistors is limited by
the parasitic capacitances between the terminals of
the devices and the substrate, which is the bulk
material of the silicon wafer in a traditional process.
Power is wasted charging and discharging these
parasitic capacitances. The bulk of the wafer also
effectively connects all circuit elements together.
Undesirable current conducting paths and, in
extreme cases, circuit latch-up can occur during
power sequencing or when voltages exceeding the
power supply rails are applied to the inputs.
The VIP50 process eliminates the efficiency and
latch-Up downsides of conventional bulk siliconbased IC processes by using a silicon-on-insulator
(SOl) starting material. The use of SOl technology
is common in modern, high-speed IC processes
but has, so far, not been used in processes optimised for precision analogue applications.
Additional benefits of SOl technology are the
ability to process high-voltage signals outside of the
normal process maximum operating voltage, as
well as the reduction of crosstalk between analogue and digital blocks in mixed-signal solutions.
A potential downside of SOl technology is the
reduced power rating, since generated heat is now
effectively isolated from the substrate handling
wafer through the electrically and thermally
insulating oxide layer. Design, layout and packaging techniques can be employed to minimise the
reduced power handling capability.
ELECTRONICS WORLD. May 2006
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Passivation

The next choice to be made in the development
of an analogue IC process is the active elements
that are to be available. Over the last two decades,
digital circuitry has typically been implemented
using CMOS technology, while bipolar processes
dominated the high-performance analogue
domain. Each transistor type offers its own set of
benefits and drawbacks.

Bipolar benefits
Bipolar transistors generally offer a higher speed-topower ratio than their CMOS counterparts when
used in analogue applications. Voltage noise performance also tends to be superior for a given amount
of supply current. Lastly, bipolar transistors, in most
cases, offer better DC accuracy due to superior
transistor matching characteristics. Matching is the
driving factor behind many precision amplifier circuits. National Semiconductor used the SOl expertise it gained in the development of its VIP1 0 highspeed bipolar process and applied it to a lower
speed, but highly accurate, VIP50 technology.
High-speed processes typically focus on the
highest attainable transit frequency (Ft). This
frequency is reached at high collector currents,
typically in the milliampere range. The VIP50
process is optimised for peak performance at
much lower collector currents. As a result, operational amplifier circuits with a total supply current of
less than 700nA have been demonstrated.
A benefit of optimising the poly-emitter VIP50
process for lower supply currents is that the
significant low-frequency noise, traditionally associated with high-speed poly-emitter processes, is
greatly reduced. Figure 1 shows a cross section of
an NPN transistor implemented in the VIP50
process. The PNP transistor is fully complementary to the NPN transistor. The identical topology
of the NPN and PNP transistors enables the
design of well balanced and highly efficient
amplifier output stages.

MOS benefits
MOS transistors, however, offer the area-efficient
integration of large amounts of digital or mixedsignal circuitry. Mixed-signal capability is becoming
increasingly more important as the integration level
of precision analogue circuits transitions from the
single amplifier level to more complex functional
blocks, such as programmable gain sensor interface
circuits with bus programmability.
MOS transistors also offer a number of attributes
that can be extremely valuable in analogue circuitry.
MOS devices exhibit extremely high input impedance. In many test and measurement applications, a high input impedance is important to
eliminate errors caused by an error current flowing
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Cross section of an NPN
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Voltage noise curve of a
typical MOS input
operational amplifier in
the VIP50 process
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into the input pin of the first amplifier of the signal
chain. Transimpedance amplifiers, as are commonly used in photodiode readout circuitry, also
greatly benefit from the inherently high MOS
transistor input impedance. In addition, MOS
devices offer a superior output swing in rail-to-rail
ampli'fier output configurations. Figure 2 shows an
NMOS transistor implemented in the VIP50 process. The PMOS transistor is again fully complementary to the NMOS device.
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Optimising VIP
In the case of the VIP50 process, a BiCMOS technology was chosen to enable the use of bipolar and
CMOS transistors in the same circuit. The bipolar
transistors are optimised to operate well under a
wide range of operating currents, thus enabling a
diverse product range including sub-microampere
operational amplifiers and comparators, as well as
operational amplifiers that offer a ten times higher
speed-to-power ratio over previous generations and
competitors' solutions. The bipolar transistors are
also capable of operating at supply voltages of up
to 12V for use in many industrial, medical and automotive applications.
The MOS transistors were specifically optimised
for analogue performance. Two parameters targeted were the transistor matching of MOS transistors, which is of great importance for MOS input
amplifiers, as well as the voltage noise performance at low frequencies. MOS transistors suffer
from a phenomenon called 1If noise. Below a
certain operating frequency , called the corner
frequency, the noise of a MOS input amplifier will
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start to rise significantly. Pushing down the frequency at which this 1If phenomenon kicks in is
critical to allow the use of MOS transistors as a
front-end to sensitive sensor readout circuitry.
Figure 3 shows a typical voltage noise curve of a
MOS input operational amplifier created in the
VIP50 process. Note that the 1/f noise corner is
well below 1kHz, enabling accurate low-frequency
amplification. The MOS transistors can also
operate at voltages of up to 12V through a combination of process and design techniques.
A final critical element in a high-performance
analogue process is an extremely accurate resistor. Resistors determine the accuracy of many
amplifier-based applications. The VIP50 process
offers highly matched, low-temperature-coefficient
thin-film resistors . Resistor matching of better than
0.01 % can be obtained. Resistor matching of this
level is obtained through a combination of processing techniques, layout techniques and wafer-level
laser-trim techniques.
The extreme accuracy of the thin-film resistors
enables the integration of feedback resistors in
fixed-gain and programmable-gain amplifier
applications with a resulting gain accuracy that
exceeds the accuracy that can be obtained
through the use of conventional matched precision
resistor pairs. Figure 4 shows a basic block
diagram of a typical instrumentation amplifier. The
accuracy of this amplifier is largely dominated by
the matching accuracy of the resistors. Figure 5
shows an offset voltage distribution of one of the
MOS input operational amplifiers created in the
VIP50 process.
Input offset voltage levels previously achievable
only through the use of bipolar transistors have
now been obtained through a combined use of
analogue-grade MOS devices and laser-trimmed
thin-film resistors. The low parasitic capacitance
and resulting parasitic coupling of on-chip precision resistors also enable higher-speed and
extremely noise-sensitive applications that can not
easily be addressed through the use of external
resistors.

Differentiating factor
In summary, process technology is a strong differentiating factor for today's high-performance amplifier products. The VIP50 technology combines the
advantages of bipolar and MOS devices in one process. Accurate resistors and the ability to use laser
trim to change resistor values are available.
A silicon-on-insulator technology is used to
increase the speed-to-power ratio of many amplifier
solutions tenfold. Many high- performance analogue
applications will benefit from the power efficiency
and precision levels the VIP50 process offers.
ELECTRONICS WORLD. May
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Intelligent
Embedded Control
• Fast, powerful and effective control
with a range of low cost, standard and
custom-built boards
with ultra-low power
consumption
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how does £795 sound?
The new PSA1301T from TTi totally re-defines the portable
spectrum analyser.
By incorporating an advanced handheld computer, it offers a
level of performance previously impossible for an instrument
of this small size and low cost.
~ 150kHz to 1.3GHz range; -93dBm typical noise floor.
~ Half VGA TFT display; live

&reference traces; unlimited
waveform storage; dual markers with peak find & track.

~ Truly handheld; 0.5 kg weight; four hours operation.
~ Handheld computer is removable for independent use.

With so much to say about the PSA 1301 T, we can't cover much
of it here. So there's a full Information Tour on our website.
Or contact us directly to get a 8 page brochure sent to you.

DD

• Simple to set up and
program, you can have
real code running within minutes
of unpacking the box
• Powerful development tools for
graphic and alphanumeric displays,
keypads, analogue and digital outputs,
plus a range of application boards and
interface cards
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Combining hardware and software for an
intelligent approach to embedded control

Measurably better value
Thurlby Thandar Instruments Limited
Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 70R

Tel: 01480412451, Fax: 450409, e-mail: sales@tti-test.com
Web: www.Ui-test.com/psa or www.tti.co.uk/psa

I

THURLBY THANDAR INSTRUMENTS

www.mi<;roroliotics.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 52 3100
CAMBRIDGE

Power Management

Analogue and Digital Approach
to Power Management
Dr Nazzareno (Reno) Rossetti from Fairchild Semiconductor has 30 years of experience in
design, applicaTIons and marketing in the anaJogue and mlxed signaJ semiconductor segments, Here
he outlines the pros and cons of choosing analogue vs digrt:al design for power management
applications
he age long debate of digital versus
analogue has recently come to the
power arena, generating at time concerns and emotional responses from the
analogue bastions, Digital is still flourishing but the real world remains analogue, And a
power supply is no different than any other real
world system: its output is analogue (voltage, current, power, etc.) the same way that digital TVs,
digital still cameras and digital cell phones yield
analogue outputs (moving video, still pictures,
sound etc). Beyond the obvious communications
aspects, which have been around for quite some
time and are eminently digital, digital power
simply refers to the progressive digitalisation of
some processing elements at the centre of the
power conversion system. However, there should
be no doubt that the outer shell (the power train ,
the voltage reference, etc), namely the interface to
the analogue world, will remain analogue.
Generally speaking , an analogue circuit is a
device in which data is represented by continuously variable, measurable, physical quantities,
such as length, width, voltage, or pressure.
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Figure 1: Power
conversion and
management plant
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However, under the analogue market classification
we find data conversion and interface products,
which are classes of devices with high content of
digital data and circuitry. Evidently, there is more
to the analogue market than the eye beholds.
Indeed, under the analogue label we find a broad
array of mixed signal applications, ranging from
pure analogue to digital, as well as from power to
signal. Analogue is indeed a rich primordial soup
that spawns new circuits, architectures and solutions at every turn of the technological journey. As
demonstrated by the market intelligence companies' data reporting, analogue has grown into a big
mixed signal giant, spanning the full spectrum of
circuitry from purely analogue to digital.
Analogue continues to grow and outgrow the
total market despite the very real phenomena of
digitalisation. This happens because of the reasons discussed earlier and because analogue
remains a realm of unmatched creativity: there
were no capacitive regulators (charge pumps) 10
years ago, no LED drivers 5 years ago, and the list
goes on. In the end , digitalisation of pure analogue circuits remains a home-grown phenomenon within the broadly defined analogue
market, confirming the leading creative capacity
of analogue. After all , there cannot be digitalisation of analogue without analogue.

Limits to digitalisation
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a generic power
conversion and management system. All the blocks
in green (voltage reference, DIA, driver, filter) are
the characteristic elements interfacing the 'external'
analogue world and, hence, will remain analogue
for the reasons explained above. The communications block has been around for a long time and
has always been digital (serial or parallel communication bus). The control block, traditionally implemented in analogue, has in the recent five years
been revisited in terms of digital implementations.
ELECTRONICS WORLD. May 2006
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Current industry trends indicate that digitallycontrolled architectures for power conversion (the
servo control algorithm circuitry) especially, and
power management (communications via new
serial or parallel bus protocols, sequencing circuits etc.) are coming into their maturity. In the
coming years, predictions are that these architectures will be capable, in some cases, of displacing
their analogue counterparts.
Again, these claims need to be read in the right
context. A power supply remains a rough environment, submitting the semiconductor materials to
great stresses. The inductor in a switching regulator or the coil in a motor will stress cyclically the
electronics with voltage spikes well above the Vee
power supply and well below ground. Such over
and under-voltage excursions tend to awake parasitic transistors in the semiconductor device that
have a detrimental effect on the system. These
ugly aspects of interfacing with the real world are
not the realm of digital electronics. This is rather
frontier territory that constitutes a non-trivial challenge for even the most experienced analogue
designer. In fact, parasitics are probably what
makes power/analogue design an art rather than a
science. There are no SPICE simulators today
capable to model the three-dimensional effects of
parasitic transistors and, as long as this remains
the case, analogue will continue to be "black
magic" in the hands of a few adept designers.

Analogue and digital architectures
Figure 2 illustrates a typical analogue control
implementation of a voltage regulator, where a
Pulse-Width-Modulated (PWM) switching regulator is built around a modulator. The analogue
modulator, at the heart of this modulation scheme
(Figure 3) is composed of a comparator, having at
one input a periodic piecewise-linear (triangle or
saw-toothed) modulation waveform VST of period
T, and at the other input the error signal VE. As the
quasi-stationary error signal Vc falls between the
minimum and the maximum of the modulation
waveform, the intersection of these two waveforms determines the duration of the 'on' pulse
TON. Accordingly, the comparator output produces a square wave VSW whose average value
coincides with the DC output voltage VO. In this
scheme, the PID (Proportional-Integral-Differential)
block can be implemented with an op-amp and
external passives (compensation resistor, Rc, and
capacitor, Cc); or, alternately, it can be fully
monolithic by integration of the Rc, Cc compensation network.
Figure 4 illustrates a digital control architecture
in which the input error signal (Vfb-Vref) is converted to digital via an analogue-to-digital con-
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Figure 4: Digital control loop

verter (ADC) and, hence, the PID compensation
and digital modulation (DPWM) is all done in the
digital domain.
At the heart of the digital power conversion control loop is the digital modulator. Figure 5 illustrates a simple and effective way to implement a
digital modulator via a ring oscillator. In this
example, the ring oscillator runs at 1MHz fre-
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quency (T =1 us), which is also the clock frequency
of the digital PWM system, and is made of 255
gates (the number must be odd in the simplest
implementation for the ring to oscillate) , corresponding to 8 bits of resolution. It follows that
each gate output has a square waveform that is
delayed from the preceding gate of 1/255 of the
clock period or roughly 4ns.
The 'on' pulse at the output of the digital modulator is formed by proper selection of the time
delay between a given subset of gates, with the
selection done via a digital selector driven by the
digital error signal voltage DV£.

Selecting the control algorithm
If the system to be regulated is truly linear,
meaning continuous and invariant in its mode of
operation, or else is smooth, then analogue is
generally the way to go. This is true in the case of
a desktop CPU voltage regulator whose output
must be controlled continuously by the same
algorithm from no load to full load. If, on the other
hand, the system is non-smooth , meaning discontinuous and variable in its mode of operation, then
digital may be a better option.
For example, digital might be better justified in
the case of a notebook or mobile phone voltage
regulator application where, due to the necessity
to save power at light loads, a mode change is
required. This scenario typically occurs from a
PWM algorithm to PFM (Pulse-Frequency
Modulation). PFM is a mode in which the fre-

quency adjusts with the load, thereby yielding
lower frequencies and hence lowering switching
losses at lighter loads.
Such a mode change in an analogue system
would require an abrupt commutation from one
control loop, say PWM, to the other (PFM), typically at the time that the load is changing. This
type of algorithm discontinuity would invariably
lead to some degree of temporary loss of regulation of the output.
By contrast, a digital control is inherently
equipped to handle discontinuities and, therefore,
would be capable of handling mode changes
within a single control algorithm.

Power management and conversion
applications
The obvious benefit of digital power management
is ease of communication, programmability, status
reporting, etc. A classic example of this type of
digital control in an application is a smart battery
charger powering a notebook in a smart battery
system. This system comprises a smart charger,
smart battery and host microcontroller. In this
case, the smart charger "slave" device receives
commands from the "master" host controller via
the System Management Bus (SMBus). It then
adjusts its parameters to provide the required current, voltage and power to the smart battery, and
then reports its values back to microcontroller.
In power conversion applications, a microcontroller-based digital architecture has many useful
purposes thanks to its flexibility, especially in
applications where not only programmability, but
current- and voltage profiling is also required.

Current profiling applications
Current profiling is required in lighting ballast
applications, where the intensity and duration of
the current can be flexibly set for different lamps,
as well as for the three operational phases of preheating, ignition and dimming. Current profiling is
also required in PFC applications, where the current drawn by a load from the wall outlet must be
in phase with - basically have the same shape of
- the line voltage. If we repetitively apply the
sinusoid rectified line voltage across the PFC
boost inductor for a constant "on" time, we can
build a train of pulses of current (each single pulse
actually having a triangular shape) proportional to
the line voltage. This construction works well
during the build-up phase of each current pulse.
Unfortunately, the decaying phase of the
inductor current, governed by the difference
between the quasi-constant PFC output voltage
and the widely varying rectified sinusoidal input
voltage, abnormally stretches each current pulse.
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This produces an overall distortion of the current
pulse train (3rd harmonic distortion). However, the
amount of distortion is completely predictable and
can be entered into a ROM table and used to vary
the "on" time of the PFC stage enough to compensate for such error.

Complementing analogue
By analysing the power semiconductor market,
we see that the digitalisation phenomenon is limited and complementary to analogue rather than
in competition to it. Analogue design is indeed a
mixed digital/analogue endeavour and traditional
analogue designers will not have difficulty to add
in their toolbox the new architectural elements
that digital can contribute with, including its ability
to change, on the fly, parameters like the loop
compensation and, hence, withstand wider load
changes and poor layouts. It may also be able to
calibrate out-errors in the system, especially
external, low-cost component tolerance errors.
The advantage is the potential for better yields,
lower testing costs and lower BOM costs. With all

of these possible advantages, one may wonder
why digital power has caught big share of attention but little market share. The answer lies in the
fact that the market has made it very clear that
digital will be preferred over analogue, but only at
cost parity or below. Therefore, the only successful digital power products will be those that
continue to solve a customer's problem by utilising slick architectures with minimum overhead,
and that do not result in a cost penalty versus
their analogue counterparts.
A March 2005 report from Darnell called
"Emerging Markets in Digital Power Electronics:
Component, Converter and System Level
Opportunities, First Edition" (page 114) shows that
digital POL (point of load) has a CAGR of 155%,
going "from 0.2MUs (million units) in 2005 to
6.8rv1Us in 2008, while analogue POLs will grow at
15%, from 21 MUs to 36MUs, in the same period.
This and other data confirm that digital control will
assert itself gradually, while still leaving plenty of
room for analogue or mixed analogue/digital control algorithms.
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) Principle Design Engineer
at Dialog Semiconductor looks into the ways
of optimising efficiency in ever more complex
system designs
oday, the battery chemistry of choice for most consumer and professional mobile applications is based
on lithium technologies, such as lithium ion or lithium
polymer cells. These exhibit excellent capacity characteristics and also have terminal voltages in the
region of 3.3 to 4.2 volts, allowing efficient power management
in systems using ICs with 3V nominal supplies.
As IC voltage requirements continue to fall to maximise operating times, many systems now also need multiple power
domains and more sophisticated power management functions. In order to meet this need, designers have traditionally
been able to choose from a wide variety of off-the-shelf low
integration power management parts from multiple vendors,
enabling rapid product development. Quite often, the power
sub-systems for even the most complex circuits comprised just
one or two supplies and some discrete components such as
LDOs (low drop out regulators) and buck converters.
The increasing complexity of some systems designs, especially in the realms of portable electronics equipment, means
that more control is required and the designer then needs to
consider how to optimise efficiency by turning off unused functionality and also to ensure correct and stable operation when
running multiple supplies, often to the same IC.
The result is that it is no longer enough to use multiple discrete components. Together with increased design complexity ,
there is the parallel need to take a system level approach to
designing the power management SUb-system - an approach
which adds complexity to the basic functions of voltage generation and regulation. This could be met by adding additional
devices to the collection of parts already used but this invariably increases cost and in many cases - more importantly PCB area.
By considering higher levels of integration, it must also support the overall functionality required in the system. From the

1

Figure 1: Typic al block diag ram of a power management subsystem Ie providing c ore func tionality fo r lithium pow ered portable
applic ations. This architecture is based on the OA9025 power
management Ie
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power management perspective, this requires more thought to
be put into defining the functions of a power management subsystem, and whether all the functions can be integrated without
compromising technical performance. For example, a typical
handheld application has a lithium power source, processor
controlling the main functionality, memory, external peripherals
such as a display, memory expansion such as SD or MMC card
and some analogue functionality such as data conversion or
sensor interfacing. Such a system requires a number of different power domains as each function has different requirements. The processor may typically require two supplies, a low
voltage for its core to save power consumption and higher
voltage to interface with the other devices. Analogue functions
tend to require higher voltages to guarantee operating headroom or provide powerful output drivers, and display drivers
tend to require higher voltages as display size and complexity
increases.
Other issues that should be considered in an integrated
power management SUb-system include:
Turning the system on: is a mechanical switch sufficient or is
an electronic method needed, such as an output from a
sensor circuit or an alarm signal? Also, how does this interface to the controller (a classic example is a dual function
key which combines power and another function)?
Battery supply going out of range (under and over voltage).
Sequencing of individual supplies: a problem with multiple
voltage domains where the highest supplies need to be activated first to prevent IC latch up.
Are any permanently active supplies required for data retention or sleep functionality?

,,
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Figure 2: A typical portable media player system and the role of the PMIC

Switching the system off without removing the battery.
Issues such as these can be addressed using standard parts
such as POR (power-on-reset) circuits, battery monitor IC
and PLDs (programmable logic devices); however, this adds
components to the system, adding cost and taking additional
PCB area.

Alternatively, a system-level view might help to integrate a
higher level of functionality into the IC. A power management
sub-system IC (PMIC) would meet this need, fitting in between
the simple single function device such as a low dropout
regulator (LOO) or switching converter, and a sophisticated
system-on-chip IC containing many functions including power
management.
The purpose of such a PMIC (see Figure 1), is to provide the
core functionality for lithium powered portable applications,
providing efficient operation in order to maximise battery life.
The core functions would typically be a high efficiency buck
converter and a number of low quiescent current low dropout
linear regulators (LDOs).
Looking at a PMIC in a typical system (see Figure 2), there
are several different external issues it would need to take care
of. For example, the power management IC needs to interface
directly with a battery pack - typically a single lithium ion
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power source - and operate with or without a controller, generating and controlling a number of system supplies. In the simplest of systems (where, say, no controller is present but multiple supply domains are required) applying a suitable battery
voltage and enable signal will start the device, activating all
regulators. The PMIC could continue to operate until either the
user turns off the device using the ONKEY pin or an error condition occurs, such as low battery voltage.
From a control and programmability point of view, the more
the options the greater the flexibility in terms of regulated
output voltage. Interfacing to a microcontroller using simple
control via dedicated pins might be a simple option, or more
comprehensive control using an 12C bus could be offered for
programmable output voltages.

Typically, the PMIC will contain a number of low dropout
voltage regulators (LOOs), DC-DC buck converter and other
functions.
LDO voltage regulators are a central part of the power management system, creating a stable, low noise supply voltage for
other ICs in the system. Important specification parameters for
the LDO are power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) and quiescent
current, of which the latter will directly impact standby time.
The quiescent current of each single regulator may seem small
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but in systems with multiple regulators and other functions,
when magnified by 10 or 20 times, this becomes significant.
The PSRR is a measurement of the level of disturbance still
present on the power supply line once regulation has taken
place. If these transients are not suppressed they can appear in
the audio band as unpleasant tones. Even worse, they can add
modulation on the RF signals, which can cause spurious transmissions that require additional filtering (and cost) to remove .
To achieve high PSRR across a wide frequency band, the
LDO error amplifier usually has its bias current set for the
highest output current, which is the worst case operating condition. As this bias is fixed, and so independent of current
demand, this results in the amplifier being over-biased and
consuming a higher quiescent current than required even at
low current demands. For this reason, high performance LDO
designs usually need to have a low power sleep mode to
reduce the inefficiency at low current demands.
A unique approach to the problem, patented by Dialog
Semiconductor, utilises a design technique known as the
Smart Mirror LDO regulator, a part with higher PSRR performance compared to other regulators available today.
The Smart Mirror regulators mirror the output current demand
back to the bias generator, which allows the bias to be reduced
automatically as demand falls and gives dynamic quiescent
current control (see Figure 3). This gives a regulator with high
PSRR and dynamic performance over a wide range of operating currents, without being constrained by the usual design
compromise of being over-biased under all conditions, except
when under maximum load. Having an autonomous adaptive
bias control also removes the need for a low power operating
mode and , hence, any user intervention to switch to a lower
power mode at low current demands.

Supplying 10mA, an LDO using this technique offers typically
99% current efficiency, consuming less than 20 microamps. In
addition, power supply rejection is maintained at higher levels
over higher bandwidths - at 217Hz, a Smart Mirror regulator
offers more than 80dB PSRR; at 10kHz the PSRR is still above
60dB.
In addition to multiple high-performance LDOs , other components of a very highly integrated PMIC would typically include
high-efficiency buck converters with programmable output
voltages, individually selectable LED drivers, programmable
battery charger, audio drivers, and possibly other functions.
Buck converters improve the efficiency of the circuit and
reduce thermal power dissipation. A DC-DC buck converter
with integrated switches can provide a high current, low
voltage supply to the baseband circuit, with synchronous and
asynchronous modes ensuring efficiency across a wide range
of current demands. Power efficiencies of more than 90% can
be achieved (see Figure 4) compared to approximately 50%
for an LDO in typical applications. Obviously, this has an
impact on standby time and talk time of a mobile handset.
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As more systems require multiple supply rails , the task for the
deSigner is made more complicated, and finding a simple or
easy to use power management solution can become a critical
part of the overall system development cycle.
A basic PMIC might be suitable for low power systems such
as a portable media player (see Figure 2), which typically
includes both digital and analogue functions, and in systems
using advanced microcontrollers or DSPs, which require separate core and peripheral supplies. In fact, the basic PMIC can
be used anywhere where the system employs a single lithium

Buffer
Mode Select ---.~-----I

Vout
Voot
Vref

V ref

Selfbiasing

Smart Mirror ™ LOO

sleep mode

Cout

Cout

Conventional LOO

Figure 3: The Smart M irror regulator compared to a conve ntio nal LOG. The former m irrors the output c urrent demand back to the bias
generator, w hich allows the bias to be reduced automatically as dem and falls and g ives dynamic q uiescent c urrent contro l
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Figure 5: A mobile handset system in,
say, a smart pho ne, mig ht require
muc h m o re complex and m o re
hig hly integrated PMIC
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battery supply or where a 3.3V supply is available, for example
in many computer interfaces such as PCMCIA, SO, MMC,
compact Flash and mini PCI.
By providing a basic system level power management solution, handling ON/OFF control, power sequencing and battery
monitoring , the PMIC can enable the core of a more complex
system. Additional functionality , such as extra regulators or
battery charging, can be added using readily available standard
components, allowing the designer to quickly configure a complete system.
Figure 4 (Right): Power efficiencies of more than 90% can be
achieved with a DC-DC buck converter
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PMICs with much higher levels of integration can offer all
power management functions for an applications processor,
such as the Intel PXA27x processor and communications processor within a mobile handset system (see Figure 5).
In this system, the PMIC enables power supply, battery management and sleep-mode functions to be effectively designed,
and supports the wireless Intel SpeedStep technology to
enable significant power savings by intelligently managing
voltage and frequency changes.
The high level of integration in such a PMIC reduces overall
system cost and size significantly when compared to an equivalent discrete solution. The applications processor controls all
system related peripheral functions whereas the communication
controller predominantly focuses on the radio communication part.
The application processor and the PMIC can be interconnected to build an efficient power-supply system with few additional components. A typical configuration will be set up for
dynamic-voltage management when running applications as
well as for supporting sleep mode whilst in standby.
Most handheld systems need to operate with lowest possible
power consumption in order to keep the operating time high. The

integrated PMIC can offer several operating modes such as
power down, power on start-up, active and sleep as a single
point solution, all in a small form factor and with minimum
PCB area.

In
In this article, we have demonstrated some of the issues that
need to be considered when looking at power management
from a system-level approach rather than considering an array
of discrete components. We have looked at how such an integrated IC can typically minimise quiescent current consumption in order not to provide significant extra drain on the power
source, and looked at a couple of typical applications for a
completely integrated PMIC - from very basic to fairly complex.
Power management is one of those issues that are often only
considered mid-way through the product development phase.
But by considering the overall system and the power needs,
the system-level PMIC is a strong alternative to following the
full SoC (system on chip) route to developing the complete
system, enabling functionality that is flexible enough to be used
in many different applications, plus giving designers the
freedom to easily add additional functions as required.
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Supercapacitors

Using Supercapacitors
to Solve LED Flash Power Issues for High Resolution Camera Phones
Pierre Mars, VP of Applications Engineering
for CAP-XX based in Sydney, Australia, here
presents two solutions that can provide high
LED flash currents without straining a battery

reater than 2M pixel camera phones require a high
intensity flash in medium to low light conditions to
ensure good pictures. However, the battery presents the system limitation, as it cannot deliver the
high current pulse required for adequate LED light
output for high-resolution images.
A traditional LED Flash driver uses a boost converter in current
controlled mode as shown in Figure 1. As an example, consider the case of driving 1A each through two LEOs in parallel,
such as the Lumileds Luxeon PWF1 , which would generate
approximately 20 lux at 2m using a high uniformity optic. The
output voltage at the boost converter = LED forward voltage +
voltage across current sense resistor. The maximum forward
voltage = 4.8V and, assuming 200mV across the current sense
resistor, then the boost converter output voltage = 5V. Assuming
the camera phone battery voltage = 3.3V under load, and the
boost converter is 85% efficient, the battery current in this case
would = 5V/3.3V/85% x 2A = 3.6A, which exceeds the typical
phone battery's capability.

G

Design solutions
There are two solutions, among others, that provide enough LED
flash power to eliminate dark and blurry photos from a lack of
light. CAP-XX supercapacitors, with their high C (1 F or more)
and low ESR « 1OOmQ) are able to support the battery and provide the pulse power required by the LED, while their thin (1 to
3mm), prismatic form-factor works in a space-constrained application such as a camera phone. Solution 1 places a supercapacitor at the output of a buck-boost converter while solution 2
uses a supercapacitor in series with the battery.

Solution 1: Supercapacitor at the output of a
boost converter or charge pump
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the CAP-XX solution, while
Figure 3 shows a circuit implementation. A small, low-cost,
current-limited charge pump pre-charges the supercapacitor to
-5.5V. Once the supercapacitor is charged, the current switch is
enabled to deliver a high current flash pulse, with the energy and
power coming from the supercapacitor rather the battery and
charge pump. During the flash pulse, the charge pump can
either be enabled or disabled. The charge pump is current limited to -300mA. In Torch mode, the charge pump is left enabled
and the battery and charge pump can deliver a constant current
which is less than the charge pump current limit.

LED Enable. tums current switch ON

Figure 1: Current controlled boost oonverter as LED Flash driver

The alternative solution is to use a xenon flash, but this
requires: 1) a storage capacitor that is very bulky for mobile
phone form-factors and 2) high voltage, resulting in circuit and
safety issues. Also, with LED flash, the same LED circuit can be
used at lower current for the video capture/torch function.
To overcome the power limitation, some camera phone suppliers have used long flash exposure times to compensate for
the lack of light, thereby increasing the total light energy, but this
results in blurry photos.

Figure 2: High power LED supercapacitor solution block diagram

For the reference design, CAP-XX chose the highest power
bright LEOs, Lumileds LXCL-PWF1 , which can handle a peak
pulse current of 1A for < 200111s. We drove 4 x PWF1, at 900mA
each. The total LED current of 3.6A was limited by the Micrel
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Supercapacitors

Figure 4: Photos in low light with normal phone (left) and phone modified with CAP-XX supercapacitor -based solution (right)

MIC2545 current switch, which was chosen for its current
capacity and relatively small size.
The following circuit description refers to Figure 3. When
power is first applied, the FlashfTorch select must be low or
floating so that U1 (SP6685 charge pump) is enabled. This turns
M1 is OFF and U1 pin 5 (EN) is pulled high through R6.
Depending on the size of the supercapacitor, you will need to
wait 10-15s before the supercapacitor is fully charged from OV.
There is a high inrush current when the supercapacitor is at OV,
since until it is charged to a voltage ~ Vin, it looks like a short circuit on the output of the charge pump. R11 was added to the
circuit to limit the initial inrush current to < 750mA.
Note that the SP6685 is only used to charge the supercapacitor
so it is always in its Torch mode (pin 4, Fish connected to Gnd).
Once the supercapacitor has been charged, select Flash or
Torch mode. When this signal is Hi (Flash mode), M2 is ON,
which sets the current setting resistor for U2 (MIC2545) =
R9//R1 O. This sets the LED Flash current.
The LEOs are on while the Enable input (U2 pin1) is held Hi.
This turns on U2. Due to the very large capacitance of the supercapacitor, the flash pulse discharges the supercapacitor only a
relatively small amount, typically < 1V. This means the time to recharge the supercapacitor between flash photos is short, typically -2s. This is shorter than time the LEOs require between
flashes to cool down. Figure 8 shows the supercapacitor
voltage, battery current and LED current during and after a flash
pulse. 06 was added to prevent the supercapacitor discharging
into the battery through U1 when U1 is disabled.
The supercapacitor C and ESR are selected as follows:
Total LED current (lLEO) = 3.6A for a 150ms flash pulse,
denoted by PWFLASH .
}> From the Lumileds datasheet, at 0.9A nominal LED forwardvoltage =3.75V, allow 4.2V
}> From the Micrel datasheet, the Rdson resistance < 50mQ, so
the voltage drop across the MIC2545 current switch
< 180mV
}> Therefore, the minimum voltage at the supercapacitor at the
end of the flash pulse must be ~ 4.2V + 0.18V = 4.38V ~ 4.4V

.• 36

Vout (charge pump voltage) is set to 5.3V, therefore, the total
vol\\ge drop allowed at the supercapacitor is
Vd = 5.3V - 4.4V = 0.9V
}> Supercapacitor voltage drop,
Vd = ILEO x (ESR + PWFLASH/C)
}> Or, re-arranging terms,
C ~ ILEO X PW FLASH /fYd - ILEO x ESR)
}> In the above example, C ~ 2A x 0.15s/(0.9V - 2A x ESR)
}> Assume a supercapacitor ESR = 100mW, then C ~ 2A x
0.15s/(0.9V - 2A x 0.1 W) = 0.43F. Select a supercapacitor
with"" 1/2 the assumed ESR to allow for ageing over life.
CAP-XX GS206 (0.55F, 50mW) meets the requirements.
Note that two supercapacitor cells are used in the circuit to
achieve the necessary voltage rating of 5.5V maximum
voltage. 100mQ is a good starting guess for ESR. You may
need to iterate between C and ESR to find a suitable supercapacitor. Set the charge pump output voltage to the lowest possible, while still having sufficient headroom for the solution.
CAP-X)( supercapacitors have very low leakage current,
typically < 1!!A. However, when two cells are used in series, a
cell balancing circuit is required to ensure that any difference
leakage current between the two cells does not cause the
midpoint voltage to drift such that one of the two cells goes
over-VOltage. The simplest cell balancing circuit is a pair of
balancing resistors, which are shown in Figures 2 and 3. For a
cell phone camera flash implementation, where the supercapacitor will be charged to > 5V prior to a flash pulse, a suitable
value would be 22kQ resistors. This would result in a total
leakage + balancing circuit current of -80~ if the supercapacitor were normally held at better voltage (-3.6V). CAP-X)(
recognises that this may be too high for good battery standby
times. The possible remedies for this are: 1) disable the
charge pump when the phone is not in camera mode - this
means there is no supercapacitor + balancing circuit leakage
drain while the phone is in standby; 2) use of an active balancing circuit using a high impedance low current op amp - a
reference design is available from CAP-X)( with total current
< 2!!A.
}>
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Charge pump selection is not critical. We selected the
SP6685 for its small size. Note that the soft start function
of most charge pumps will not properly handle a supercapacitor at the output, since a discharged supercapacitor
will look like a short circuit for several seconds until the
supercapacitor voltage approaches the charge pump
output voltage. A simple solution is to add a current limit
resistor at the input to the charge pump (R11 in Figure 3).

Results
CAP-XX was able to place two supercapacitor cells, the circuit of Figure 3 and four replacement LEOs in a leading
brand camera phone and put it back together with no
changes in external appearance. Figure 4 shows photos
taken using the unmodified and CAP-XX-modified phone.
The unmodified phone delivered 1W of flash power for
160ms, while the modified phone delivered 15W of flash
power for 160ms.
Figure 5 shows the battery current, LED current and
supercapacitor voltage during a Flash pulse and supercapacitor re-charge after the pulse. Note that battery current
never exceeds 300mA even though the flash pulse is 4A. The
supercapacitor provides the 3.7 A difference.

Solution 2: Supercapacitor in seri es with the
battery
Figure 6 shows the solution 2 block diagram. The supercapacitor is in series with the positive terminal of the battery.
The advantages of this configuration are:
» Only a single cell supercapacitor is required
» This is -half the volume of the dual cell supercapacitor
required for solution 1 and is lower cost
» Since the supercapacitor +Ve terminal voltage is always ~
than the battery voltage, there is no supercapacitor inrush
current
» Since there is only a single cell, no balancing circuit is
needed
The disadvantage of this configuration is:
» The battery current = LED flash current, unlike solution 1
where battery current = supercap charge current only (and
can = 0 during LED Flash).
This configuration enables you to achieve much higher LED
current for a given battery current than would be possible
using a "standard" topology of a current controlled boost
converter or charge pump to directly drive the Flash LEOs.
Consider a charge pump driving an LED at 70% efficiency
with the LED current = 1A. Assume the LED maximum forward voltage = 4.8V and the battery voltage under load =
3.3V.
Then, without the supercapacitor, battery current = 1A x
4.8V/3.3V /70% = 2A which is too much for the battery to
comfortably deliver and still power the rest of the phone.
With solution 2, battery current is only 1A or a 100%
improvement.
Refer to Figure 7, a circuit implementation for solution 2.
In the same manner as for solution 1, when power is first
applied, the FlashlTorch select must be low or floating so
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that U1 is enabled. Depending on the size of the supercapacitor, you will need to wait 3-6s before the supercapacitor
is fully charged from the battery voltage (OV across the
supercapacitor) to the starting value of Vied (-5.1 V or 1.2V
across the supercapacitor). Peak battery current is limited to
-300mA during charging. This reduces quickly as the supercapacitor charges. The charge pump behaviour in solution 2
is different to solution 1 because Vout ~ Vin always and the
charge pump never sees the supercapacitor as a short circuit. Like solution 1, the charge pump, U1, is only used to
charge the supercapacitor so it is always in its Torch mode
(pin 4, Fish connected to Gnd).
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Once the supercapacitor has been charged, select Flash or
Torch mode. When this signal is Hi (Flash mode), M2 is ON,
which sets the current setting resistor for U2 (MIC2545) =
R9//R10 = 120W//1150W = 11 OW. This sets the LED current
= 2A. FlashlTorch Hi also turns ON M1, which disables the
charge pump (pulls U1/pin5 Lo). This is done in solution 2,
since the battery is already supplying the LED current
through the supercapacitor. Leaving the charge pump
enabled would cause the battery to provide> LED current
with efficiency < 100%.
As in solution 1, the flash pulse discharges tile supercapacitor only a relatively small amount, so the time to recharge the supercapacitor between flash photos is short,
typically shorter than the time the LEOs require between
flashes to cool down (-2s). Figure 8 shows the supercapacitor voltage, battery current and LED current during a flash
pulse and immediately after the pulse, when the battery supplies charging current to the supercapacitor in preparation
for the next flash photo. Supercapacitor C and ESR are
selected as follows:

ARM7/9

8051/251
XC16x/C16x/ST10

~
~

~

~
~

~

~

Drive 1 x Lumileds LXCL-PWF1 at 0.8A for a 250ms flash
pulse.
From the Lumileds datasheet, at 0.8A the forward voltage
= 3.7V, allow 4.1V
From the Micrel datasheet, the Rdson resistance < 50mW,
so the voltage drop across the MIC2545 current switch <
40mV
Therefore, the minimum voltage at the supercapacitor at
the end of the flash pulse = 4.1 V + 0.04V = 4.14V
Vout (charge pump voltage) is set to 5.2V, therefore, the
total voltage drop allowed at the supercapacitor, Vd =
5.2V - 4.14V = 1.06V
Assume a supercap ESR = 50mW, therefore C ~ 0.8A x
0.25s/(1.06V - 0.8A x 0.05W) = 0.196F. Choose GW109, C
= 250mF, ESR = 35mW. Allow for ESR to double, so substitute 70mQ and 250rnF for ESR and C in the expression
for Vd and check the voltage drop is < 1.06V:
Vd = 0.8A x (70mQ + 0.25s/0.25F) = 0.8 x 1.07 = 0.86 <
1.06V
Therefore, choose GW1 09 (250mF, 35V)
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Load Transient Boost Applied to
Multiphase DC-DC Converters
Osvaldo Zambetti and Alessandro Zafarana from STM icroelectronics in It a ly are
presenting non-linear c ontrol fo r improving the transient c o nt ro ller performanc es without
changing tota l system efficien cy of mic roprocessors

R

ecently, there has been a huge increase of
current rate drawn by new Intel and AMD
processors. Multimedia applications, dual core
architecture and electrical performances of 65nm
node make it more
and more difficult to
control the core
voltage during load
transients.
High-performance
microprocessors
require a low
voltage, high-current
power supply with
\
Walts until n eo<! cl od<
fast transient
Trailing Edge Modulation - On at the same time, every time
response. Therefore,
interleaved multiFigure 1: Trailing edge PWM modulator
phase synchronous
buck converters
have gained popularity as the VRM for
these microprocessors because they
TUlns off @clod<, IUln. on @ lomp
allow faster system
control in small
signal condition,
reduce output
voltage ripple and
LeadinK EdKe Modulation - Off at the !ame time, every time
decrease cost of
input and output
capacitors.
Figure 2: Leading edge PWM modulator
However, interleaving phase shift
during large and
steep load transients can negatively
affect output
voltage.
System stability
and small signal
behaviour are
TUI Il$ on @ l a mp
studied on the basis
of ac variables
Dnal Eel,.. I\':L)(l11iatiOll - Tum On and Offwhftl n ..f'd~
related to output
power; state variFigure 3: Dual-edge PWM modulator
4

a

abies for the system are total current flowing through
the equivalent inductor and voltage drop across the
output capacitor. It is possible to show that a multiphase interleaving system is totally characterised by
such variables and it is equivalent to only one single
phase DC-DC converter, where the coil is substituted
by the parallel of all inductors (equivalent inductor),
and the equivalent switching frequency is N times the
single phase switching frequency (where N is the
number of phases).
This model demonstrates why it is possible to
implement a faster control system with much higher
GBWP than a single phase system. Of course, this
helps to keep the output voltage stable and well
regulated even during load transients. Unfortunately,
recent electrical CPU specifications increase the
load transient rate to 1200N~s (100A with 50ns)
making it almost impossible for the control system
to respond on time to such steep variations. The
result is a cost increase of the output filter capacitors above all mid-frequency range capacitors such
as the 22~F MLCC capacitors.

Action delay
Controller architectures used today are typically
either Trailing Edge or Leading Edge. Each of these
architectures has advantages and disadvantages.
Controllers using the Trailing Edge control architecture (Figure 1) turn ON at the beginning of each
clock cycle. The controller is able to respond to any
transient event that occurs while the controller is
on, however it must wait until the next clock cycle
to respond if a transient occurs while it is off.
Controllers using the Leading Edge architecture
(Figure 2) turn OFF at the clock cycle and can
respond to transients that occur while it is off, but
must wait for the next clock cycle to respond if the
transient occurs while it is on. In both architectures,
a latch that is typically placed at the output of the
PWM comparator creates a one-cycle delay when
responding to a transient event.
The dual-edge modulator (Figure 3) is not constrained by clock cycles when determining when to
turn on or off. The signal to turn on is determined
by the error signal.
ELECTRONICS WORLD. May 2006
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64k
fro m DAC. .

Proleclion

Monilor

FB

COMP

VSEN

FBR

FBG

H3

COMP

FBG

VSEN

To Vr orc
To Veora
(Remote Sense)

Figure 4: Full differential CPU remote sense

Similarly, the error signal tells the controller when
to turn off. This architecture, coupled with fast
output feedback, allows all phases to simultaneously respond to a transient event. While the basic
dual-edge modulator will enable system improvements, it is also important to address other pieces
of the architecture that introduce delays in the
system response and hinder the ideal instantaneous response. If we consider "action delay" as
the time a controller takes between realising that a
load transient occurred and commanding the turn
on of all high-side power Mosfets; we recognise
that there are at least the following contributions:
1. Remote sense is used to sense in a full differential way the voltage across the CPU. It is implemented with an operational amplifier that introduces a delay Trb that is 1/GBWPrb (Trb=1 OOns)
where GBWPrb is around 1OMHz. The remote
sense amplifier must be moved away from the
feedback path. This can be done by simply sensing
only the remote core ground, thus losing high frequency CMRR.
Figure 4 shows traditional remote buffer connection. Here the remote buffer introduces a delay Trb
because it is along the feedback path.
In Figure 5 the remote sense is implemented outside the feedback path; so Trb=O.
2. Dual-edge implementations that utilise latches
throttle the system response and limit the benefits
that would otherwise be seen with pure dual-edge
architecture. To achieve the full benefits of dualedge architecture, the clocks and latches must be
eliminated from the system. However, cost driven
solutions are dominated by controllers that embed
power Mosfet drivers. These drivers produce noise
at every switching edge, reducing noise immunity
of the analogue front-end with high risk of jitter
conditions. There are several methods to limit substrate noise (by accurate IC design, noise insulated
silicon components, etc). Two of these methods
have a large PWM ramp and latched PWM pulses.
The latched dual-edge PWM modulator has great
noise immunity characteristics, but it produces a

.• May 2006 •
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Figure 5: CPU ground remote sense

long action delay Ta proportional to the switching
period. It also depends on the instant where a load
transient occurs.
In Figure 7 you can see that in the latched dualedge PWM modulator, the worst action delay is
given when the load transient happens during lowside power Mosfets turning on. An action delay of
about T/2 is possible, where T is the switching
period. The dual-edge modulator without latch
greatly improves the action delay canceling Ta.
3. The error amplifier local loop must be pulled
away from the steep output voltage drop when a
load transient occurs. In this way the control loop
can fly over the PWM ramps forcing all PWM
pulses at "1" to turn on high-side power Mosfets at
the same time. It is required that the control voltage
is saturated . To produce the error amplifier saturation, a capacitor Cp is inserted into the feedback
network as shown in Figure 8. C p gives a derivative
component to control voltage (CaMP). The big C p
capacitor makes the saturation of COM P faster and
easier above PWM ramps, but it makes the system
unstable or it may produce jitter (therefore,
enlarging output voltage ripple requires more
output capacitors). If Cp is small the system is
stable but there is the risk that CaMP voltage may
not rise high enough above the PWM rarnp.
Anyway, the time needed to push the control

Figure 6: Dual-edge noise
immunity of latched and
async hronous FWM
modulator

PWM ramp

!

/
I

:

Tht PWM pulse

ts not latc:hed by

r--- '.il! '~

n IUoweltlrurnoo !:'uh51at roo:sft'
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voltage above the PWM ramp depends on how tall
the PWM ramp is and how much is the error amplifier slew rate (and GBWP): usually slew rate is
1OV/~s and the PWM ramp is 2V_We have
T sr=200ns delay from slew rate_ Usually slew rate
(and GBWP) is very difficult to guarantee in a
datasheet because it can spread significantly. Such
spread makes this part of action delay unpredictable_ C p value must be chosen considering that
even in the worst slew rate condition (even not
known), the COMP voltage can rise above the
PWM ramp_ As can be seen in Figure 9, an
increase of C p creates jitter (it increases output
voltage ripple) , thus creating system instability_ The
steady state condition is recovered after much time
has passed since the load transient
There is also a contradiction about the C p
choice: it should be chosen, taking into account
that even in worst slew rate condition the COMP
voltage can rise above PWM ramp, but the C p
value also sets the amount of energy transferred
after the load transient The overestimate of Cp
brings too much energy to the output, thus producing a large voltage ring-back and an increase in
recovery time for the steady state as shown by the

Figure 8: COMP saturatio n d uring load transient

simulations reported in Figure 9. We will show that
a new class of non-linear control response will
solve this issue, cancelling delay Tsr and getting a
large improvement of the box-shaped core voltage
response.
4. Power drivers are the hard transducers of the
controller decisions. It is crucial that power drivers
run the command with minimum delay. This delay
is the sum of time T 1 between the turning off of
low-side power Mosfets turning on of high-side
power Mosfets and the time T2 needed to transfer
the logic command to the driver itself.
Controllers having embedded drivers usually
minimise this delay because they do not have T2 .
This delay comes from the quite low speed of digital buffers inside the controller and the high wire
capacitance between controller and external
driver. Usually digital buffers of commercial controllers have a saturated driving resistance of
about 1kQ, while the trace wire of about 5" shows
a capacitance of about 1OOpF, thus we can conclude that T2- 1OOpF x 1kQ = 100ns.
Delay T1 is the sum of driver internal delay and
the Tfall low-side and Trise high-side. T2 delay can
be 1OOns and T 1 (Figure 10) can be 1OOns as well.
Figure 9: Outputvo~ageresponsewith increasing C p value
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Collecting all the contributions, we can compare
the most significant values:

)

l"(/ltDATEO)

\"(/BOOro)

\'(/l'\1M )

,
Parameter
Remote sense
Dual-edge PWM
E/A slew
External driver

Symbol
Trb
Ta
Tsr
T2

Trail LS, Trise HS
Action delay

TI
AD

Value [ns]
- lOOns
- TI2 (if latched)
- 200ns
- lOOns

I

I

I

- - - 1-- - - - - "

__

,
~J.

I

__

,
~_J

- 1- -

I
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-
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t
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-

-
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-

-
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- 1-

-

-

-

I

I" - - - ;

'dndtlm.
'2Qna .

_ ___ ' _ : _

,
I

I

'

"'; _
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- lOOns
- 1.5Ils with T=21ls

LTB
The action delay has several contributions: Trb ,
Ta , Tsr , T 1+T2 . We saw how to minimise all these
contributions with the exception of Tsr . We
described also all the concerns related to pure dual
edge modulator without latch. Load Transient
Boost (LTB) solves all these issues and cancels Tsr'
LTB uses a "load transient sensor", which is a
circuit that gives a glitch when the dv/dt exceeds
an internal threshold. The sensibility of the circuit
can be set by changing the external network at the
LTB pin. The sensor recognises both applied and
released load transient. When a load transient
occurs (applied load), a voltage (red) at the output
of LOAD APPLY PWrYI RAMP is set to the lower
basement of dual edge PWM ramps; from that
value a ramp is initiated with a slope m.
When the load is released, a voltage (blue) at the
output of LOAD RELEASE PWM RAMP is set to
the upper basement of dual edge PWM ramps;
from that value a ramp is initiated with a slope -m
(Figure 11). Referring to Figure 12, each LOAD
APPLy\RELEASE PWM RAMP is then compared
to control voltage (COrYI P) producing a proper
PWM pulse whose length represents the correct
amount of energy needed by the system. As a
consequence, the error amplifier will continue to
work in "small signal" condition. For load release,
the pulse will turn off all the power Mosfets, particularly the low-side power Mosfets. This greatly
improves the output voltage response.
For applied load the pulse named "PWMBOOST"
is or-ed with each PWM pulse for every phase. The
"or" operation cancels the interleaving phase shift
and transfers the correct amount of energy commanded by the error amplifier. The "LTB BRAKE"
is a digital filter that allows the closest interleaved
PWM pulse to be skipped to PWMBOOST. This
filter greatly improves the output voltage response
that really looks as a box waveform.
The action delay related to the LTB technology is
a few ns: it acts directly in a digital way, resetting
the interleaved phase shift. The delay is caused
mainly by the sensor comparator (around 10ns).
So, LTB technology reduces Tsr from 100ns to
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10ns and, above all, makes the system insensitive
to a parameter spread that is not guaranteed. It
also makes the system more "linear", as the
energy transferred by LTB is commanded directly
by an error amplifier that continues to work like an
operational amplifier and not as a comparator
pulled away by C p capacitor.
The action delay we get now is summarised in
the following table:
Parameter
Remote sense
Dual-edge PWM
E/A slew
External driver

Symbol
Trb
Ta
Tsr
T2

Value [ns]
- Ons
- Ons
- IOns
- Ons

T fal l LS , T rise HS

TI

- lOOns

Action delay

AD

- liOns

"._ ...._

Figure 10: Driver command delay to tum on the
high-side p:Jwer Mosfet

LOAD RELEASE

PVVM RAMP

LOAD
TRANSIENT
SENSOR

r

LOAD APPLY

PVVMRAMP

!II-...JIi!....

amp_boos(.up

V

l . . - - -- - - l

Figure 11: Load Transient Boost scheme

LTB BRAKE

PWM to poww Drivers

Comp
Figure 12: Load Transient Boost commands
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When all high-side power Mosfets are turned on
to increase the inductors current, the whole charge
is brought to sustain the output voltage in just AD
time; this means that only mlcc capacitors (usually
90%) can bring up the output voltage because the
total mlcc capacitors have an equivalent esr much
less than the total bulk capacitors (i.e. 15 x 10mF
mlcc have a total esr of 0.16mQ, while 4 x 560~F
bulk have a total esr of 1.5mQ the ratio is 1 to 10,
so 90% of needed charge is delivered by mlcc
capacitors).
Figure 13 shows that from AD, it is possible to
calculate how many mlcc capacitors are necessary
to keep the output voltage within a given drop
!lVout after a load transient !lIo with a time length
To. After action delay, the inductor currents grow
up in TL, where:
(1)
TL = (L x !lIo) I [N X (Vin- Yo)]
L = inductance value
N = number of phases
Yin = multiphase input voltage
Vo = output voltage
From a geometrical calculation, we have:
!lQ = AD x !lIo + 0.5 x .M o x TL - 0.5 x To x !lIo (2)
90% of this charge is sustained by mlcc, while
10% is given by bulk capacitors; so we get:
C m1cc = 0.9 x !lQ I!lVout
(3)
The action delay and, thus, the number of mlcc
capacitors, is very important because it is directly
related to cost.

Output Current

Total inductors
currents

t

Figure 13: Total load transient charge calculation
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Figure 14: Simulation with applied load step 50A, 50ns
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Figure 15: Simulation with released load step 50A, 50ns

Simulations and experimental results
The simulation results are based on the following
bill of material and specifications:
• BTX motherboard model with Intel socket 775
• N=3 phase interleaved controller with
embedded drivers and remote sense out of
feedback path
• switching frequency at 450kHz
• load transient between 15A and 65A (!lIo =50A)
within To =50ns
• inductor L=200nH with 0.5mQ OCR
• bulk capacitor Oscon 4 x 560!!F, esr 6mQ
• mlcc capacitor 15 x 1O!!F and 3 x 22!!F
• system output resistance (droop) Rd = 1mQ
• highside 1 x STD55NH30LL per phase
• lowside 1 x STD95NH30LL per phase
• Input voltage Yin = 12V
• Output voltage Vo=1.4V
• Output voltage ripple <10mV p-p
The simulation results show very well how the
interleaved phase shift is cancelled. When the
interleaved phase shift is zeroed the output voltage
is sustained by mlcc capacitor and above all by
22!!F mlcc capaCitors. As can be observed in
Rgure 14, to get rid of any ring-back or excess of
transferred energy, the LTB brake mechanism
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reduces the current flowing into one of the three
inductors; so the output voltage features a real
output impedance (box waveform). The slight
undershoot after 4-5flS is the time needed for the
control loop to recover the steady state condition;
it is related both to the total GBWP of the system
and to current sharing loop gain. At this slow frequency the system is also sensitive to the number
of bulk capacitors.
If we use equation (1,2,3) with the electrical
specifications reported earlier, we have:
I1Vout =Rd x 1110 = 1mQ x 50A = 50mV
TL = 314ns
110 =121.JC
Cm1cc =2161.JF
This equivalent capacitor corresponds to 15 x
1OI.JF and 3 x 221.JF.
At load release, the LTB pulse turns off all power
Mosfets. This feature reduces the extra-charge of
output bulk capacitors because the slope of inductor
currents are greatly increased from VJL to (Vo+Vd)/L
where Vd is the voltage drop of the body-drain diode
of low-side power Mosfets. This feature also avoids
that negative current flows into inductors, thus cancelling negative ring-back of the output voltage.
The experimental measures have been collected
using the first commercial product implementing
LTB technology and now available on the market.
STMicroelectronics's L6713A features for the first
time all the mechanisms to reduce the action
delay: remote sense out of feedback path, asynchronous dual-edge modulator, LTB technology
and embedded drivers. The device can be used
with two or three interleaved phases and is suitable for Intel VR1 O.x, Intel VR11 and AMD KS-F
processors.
The experimental results are related to the same
bill of materials and same specifications of the
simulated results.
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Figure '16: Experiment with applied load step 50A, 50ns
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Figure 17: Experiment with released load step 50A, 50ns

Figure 18: Applied load transient with infinite persistence: LT8 pulse is visible at signal "Phase3". Action
delay is about 1OOns
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The small ring-back comes from a not perfectly modeled motherboard parasitic (Figure
16).
For the same reason, the output voltage spike
is also higher than the simulation. The response
time (time needed to recover steady state condition) for applied load and released load are the
same for simulation and experimental measures
(Figure 17).
Figure 18 highlights the LTB pulse that is
revealed by infinite persistence. The action delay
is effectively around 100ns. It is also possible to
observe the result of "LTB Brake": it blanks the
phase switching activity to reduce the ring-back
of the output voltage.
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LCD PICmicro microcontrollers
Using an LCD PICmicro microcontroller for any
embedded application can provide the benefits of
system control and human interface via an LCD. Design
practices for LCD applications can be further enhanced
through the implementation of these suggested Tips In'
Tricks. These tips describe basic circuits and software
building blocks commonly used for driving LCD displays.

~ T1P 1: LCD PICmicro microcontroller segment!

pixel table

This segment matrix table shows that Microchip's 80pin LCD devices can drive up to four commons and 48
segments (192 pixels), 64-pin devices can drive up to 32
segments (128 pixels), 40/44-pin devices can drive up to
23 segments (96 pixels) and 28-pin devices can drive 14
segments (60 segments).

the LCD pixels. The LCD pixels can be modelled as a
capacitor. Each tap point on the resistor ladder can be
modelled as a Thevenin equivalent circuit.
The Thevenin resistance is 0 for VLCD3 and VLCDO,
so we look at the two cases where it is non-zero,
VLCD2 and VLCD1 .
The circuit can be simplified as shown in Figure 2.
RSW is the resistance of the segment.
The Thevenin voltage is equal to either 2/3 VDD or 1/3
VDD for instances where the Thevenin resistance is not
zero. The Thevenin resistance is equal to the parallel
resistance of the upper and lower parts of the resistor
ladder. See Figure 1.

LCD PICmicro MCU

VDD
..------IVLCD3

R

~ T1P 2: Resistor ladder for low current
Bias voltages are generated by using an external resistor
ladder. Since the resistor ladder is connected between
VDD and VSS, there will be current flow through the
resistor ladder in opposite proportion to the resistance.
In other words, the higher the resistance, the less current will flow through the resistor ladder. If we use 10K
resistors and VDD = 5V, the resistor ladder will continuously draw 166m A. That is a lot of current for some battery powered applications.
How do we maximise the resistance without
adversely affecting the quality of the display? Some
basic circuit analysis helps us determine how much
we can increase the size of the resistors in the ladder.
The LCD module is basically an analogue multiplexer
that alternately connects the LCD voltages to the various segment and common pins that connect across

.----4VLCD2
(PIXEL

R

(n x m)

...----iVLCD 1

(OMm

R

VLCDO

Vss
Figure 1: Resistor ladder

As you can see in Figure 1, we can model the drive of a
single pixel as an RC circuit, where the voltage switches
from OV to VLCD2. For LCD PIC microcontrollers, we
can estimate the resistance of the segment and
common switching circuits as about 4.7K and OAK,
respectively. See Figure 3.

Table 1: Segment matrix table
Maximum Number of Segments/Pixels
Multiplex
Commons

46

PIC16F913/916

PIC16F914/917

PIC16C92X

PIC18F6XXX

PIC18F8XXX

Bias

Static
(C OMO)

15

24

32

32

48

Static

1/2
(COM1 :COMO)

30

48

62

64

96

1/2 or 1/3

1/3
(COM2 :COMO)

45

72

90

96

144

1/2 or 1/3

1/4
(C OM3 :COMO)

60

96

116

128

192

1/3
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Figure 4 indicates that the time required for the
voltage across the pixel to change from 0 to VfH will
depend on the capacitance of the pixel and the total
resistance, of which the Thevenin resistance of the
resistor ladder forms the most significant part. The step
response of the voltage across a pixel is subject to the
following equation:
VPIXEL = VTH (1 . e-t/RC)

VTHt:~

(PIXEL = 1500 pF/em 2
AREAplXEL = 1 mm * 3 mm 03 em 2
(PIXEL = 45 pF

+-I (PIXEL

__

Figure 2: Simplified circuit

RTH = (2R * R)/(2R + R)
RTH = 2R2/3R
RTH = 2R/3

By manipulating the equation, we can see that it will
take a time equal to four time constants for the pixel
voltage to reach 98% of the bias voltage. See Figure 5.
Now we need to estimate the capacitance.
Capacitance is proportional to the area of a pixel. We
can measure the area of a pixel and estimate the capacitance as shown in Equation 2. Obviously, a bigger display, such as a digital wall clock, will have bigger pixels
and higher capacitance.

RTOTAL = RTH + Rsw + ReoM

We want the time constant to be much smaller than the
period of the LCD waveform, so that rounding of the
LCD waveform will be minimised. If we want the RC to
be equal to 100m S, then the total resistance can be calculated as shown the following equation:
RTOTAL = 100 /l5/45 pF = 2.22 mO
RTH = 2.2M - 5.1 K = 2.2M
The resistance of the switching circuits within the LCD
module is very small compared to this resistance, so the
Thevenin resistance of the resistor ladder at VLCD2 and
VLCD1 can be treated the same as RTOTAL. We can
then calculate the value for R that will give us the correct
Thevenin resistance.
Now we can calculate the current through the resistor
ladder if we used 3.3mO resistors.

=4.7K
RCOM = OAK

Rsw

Figure 3: LCD c ircuit resistance estim ate

RTOTAL

.----WV--~"""T" VPIXEL

VTH~

J

R = 3 RTH/2 = 3.3M

(PIXEl

RLADDER =9.9M,
ILADDER = SV/9.9M = 0.5 ~A
Figure 4: Voltage charge across pixel

Use this process to estimate maximum resistor sizes
for your resistor ladder and you will drastically reduce
power consumption for your LCD application. Don't
forget to observe the display over the operating conditions of your product (such as temperature, voltage and
even humidity) to ensure that contrast and display
quality are good.

VPIXEL
VPIXELNTH = 1 - e-t/ RC

98% = 1 - e -t/RC
2% = e- t/RC
In (.02) = -t/R(
t = ~ 4 R(

VT,ti

0.98 VTH

o

I

t=4 RC

Win a microchip rfPlC Deuelopment Tool
See ouerleaf :>

Figure 5: Step response diagram
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Win a microchip rfPlC Deuelopment Tool

lectronics World is offering its readers the chance to win a Microchip rfPIC Development
Kit. The kit provides an easy way to evaluate low-power RF communication links for
embedded control applications. Designed to work in tandem with the PICkit 1 Flash Starter
Kit, the rfPIC Development Kit 1 includes transmitter and receiver modules supporting frequencies of 315MHz and 433MHz.
The receiver modules feature an rfRXD0420 device that plug directly into the PICkit 1 development board. The modules are available separately so designers can create several prototypes
based on the same module, without having to develop an actual RF design. All the design files
are available, offering users the ability to migrate their module design into the application for
lower cost volume production. Target applications for the rfPIC family include remote control,
wireless sensors, automotive and home security.
The self-contained rfPIC12F675 transmitter modules are based on a PICmicro 20-pin Flash
microcontroller that features an integrated UHF RF transmitter. The transmitter modules feature
button inputs for remote control functions and analogue input that can be used for the evaluation
of the microcontroller AID converter peripherals. Code can be developed using Microchip's
MPLAB Integrated Development Environment. Programming the microcontroller is easily accomplished by plugging the modules into the PICkit 1 Flash Starter Kit.

E

For the chance to win, log onto

www.microchip-comp.com/ew-rfpic
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OHS (the Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances) and WEEE (Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment) is the equivalent of Y2K for the electronics industry. The upcoming EU environmental directives are the most significant developments in electronics legislation to happen in many years and will
completely revolutionise the way electrical and electronic products are designed, sold, recovered and recycled. Worryingly, many
design engineers are still not fully aware that the upcoming legislation will affect them. For those who are, many questions remain
unanswered. Complicated exemption rules, uncertainty about how the directives will be enforced, obsolescence and component
availability has left engineers unsure of what they need to do and when. The clock is ticking. With only several months to go, there's no
time to lose in the transition to RoHS. If compliant components aren't already part of the design cycle it could well be too late.

R

Cl: Are
there any specific
guidelines for physical PCB
designs?
Bob Williams, UK

A: There are no specific guidelines published on
PCB design at the moment, but that does not
mean that designs can remain unchanged. This
is an area that ERA Technology is likely to look at
in its 4th edition Guide to Compliance with
RoHS. Watch this space.

product is bolted down
Cl: inMyuse.
Does this mean that
it is a fixed installation that
would be excluded from
RoHS?
A: No, just being fixed is not sufficient to mean a
product is excluded. The intention of the fixed
installation exclusion follows the same principles
as the exclusion for vehicle mounted equipment.
Products that become part of a product that is
outside the scope of the directive are themselves
outside the scope of the directive. In the case of
fixed installations, the intention is that the product
becomes part of the fabric of a building. You
need to ask, once fitted is the equipment
discernible from the rest of the building or has it
become part of the building? If a business was to
move, is it likely to move or leave the product?
Lifts, electronic doors and gates etc are fixed
installations, fitted kitchen appliances, large fixed
equipment, CCTV camera systems are not.

Cl: Trusted'
What does the BSI 'RoHS
kitemark mean?
A: The kitemark is probably one of the best known

and respected certification marks in the world. The
independent assessment is on an on-going basis
and provides reassurance that relevant
requirements have been met or exceeded. It is
voluntary and companies are not obliged to seek
it. However, those that do are making a public
commitment to quality and have confidence in
their products and processes. The kitemark will
help build confidence around the RoHS Directive
and will have significant impacts throughout the
electronics and electrical industries through:
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• Assisting sourcing of electronics and electrical
materials, components and equipment
throughout the supply chain
• Giving confidence to manufactures, producers
and their customers
• Building a network of 'RoHS Trusted'suppliers.

Cl: What
about the 'Primary
Function' rule?
A: The 'primary function' can affect whether a
product is affected by RoHS or not. The key is
whether the item relies on electronics in order to
fulfill its purpose. For example, a teddy bear with
a voice box that talks when it is squeezed is still a
toy that can be 'used' even without its voice.
Compare this to a toy designed for educational
purposes - in the support of lessons - if the
electronics function wasn't there it would be
useless.

Cl: What is the RoHS and WEEE
position on batteries?

A: All batteries are excluded from RoHS as they
are covered by the batteries directive. The
current batteries directive requires certain
labelling for toxic substances and bans mercury
in batteries except button cells. The proposed
new batteries directive is likely to have additional
substance restrictions but as yet it is not decided
what these will be.
As far as WEEE is concerned, this requires
batteries to be removed from equipment at end
of life and separately recycled. When providing
sales data to WEEE registration bodies, exclude
the weight of batteries if the producer is also
registering for the battery directive.
It is worth noting however, that battery chargers
do fall within RoHS, the category being
determined by the application.

Cl: Can
you define "infected"
products?
A: The WEEE directive does exclude infected
medical products but does not define infected. In
the healthcare industry, any equipment that has
come into contact with "body fluids"- blood,
etc. - is "infected" but many products can be

decontaminated by hospital staff. If it is not
possible to decontaminate equipment by normal
hospital procedures, then they are incinerated
and so cannot be recycled. The medical trade
associations are developing a definition of
infected products along these lines. As far as
producers are concerned, this may not be
important because when they register, they will
need to provide sales data - irrespective of
whether the products become infected or not to WEEE registration bodies. If products are
supplied to consumers or hospitals, then the fee
paid to compliance schemes Wone is used)
should take into account the proportion that
reach end of life and are available for recycling.

Cl: Where
can I find details of
military exclusions?
A: The European Commission's guidance on
this is that Military equipment is excluded
from the WEEE Directive (categories of
Annex IA) and, therefore, not covered by the
RoHS Directive.

Cl: What is Orgalime?
A: Orgalime is a European Engineering Trade
Association representing the interests of the
mechanical, electrical, electronic and
metalworking industries. It tries to help the
industry draw up adequate contracts and
give practical advice on frequently occurring
legal questions. It has produced its own
guide to the scope of WEEE and RoHS. This
is available on its website www.orgalime.org.
Gary Nevison is chairman of the
AFDEC RoHS team, board director
at Electronics Yorkshire and head
ofproduct market strategy at
Farnell/nOne. As such he is our
industry expert who will try and
answer any questions that you
might have relating to the issues ofRoHS and WEE£.
Your questions will be published together with Gary's
answers in the following issues of Electronics World.
Please email your questions to
EWeditor@nexusmedia.com marking them as RoHS
or WEEE.
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Get Plugged Inl

Motor Drivers/Controllers

Controllers & Loggers

Here are just a few of our controller and
driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar
stepper motors and servo motors. See
website for full details.

Here are just a few of the controller and
data acquisition and control units we have.
See website for full details. Suitable PSU
for all units: Order Code PSU345 £9.95

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to
32Vdc/5A) in both the
forward and reverse
direction. The range
of control is from fully OFF to fully ON in both
directions. The direction and speed are controlled using a single potentiometer. Screw
terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code : 3166KT - £15.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3166 - £25.95

Rolling Code 4·Channel UHF Remote
State-of-the-Art. High security.
4 channels. Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx 's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit includes one Tx but more available separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx : PCB
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £47.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (5A1100V)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100V/5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque
at all speeds. Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied .
Dimensions (mm) : 60Wx1 00Lx60H.
Kit Order Code : 3067KT - £12.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3067 - £20.95
NEW! PC I Standalone Unipolar
Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead
unipolar stepper motor
rated up to 6 Amps max.
Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PCcontrolled mode . Up to six 3179 driver boards
can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code 3179KT - £11.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3179 - £19.95
NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper
motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping
and direction control. These
usually come from software
running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB : 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code : 3158KT - £14.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3158 - £29.95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix)
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

~
~

Computer Temperature Data logger
4-channel temperature logger for serial port. °C or of.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide
range of free software applications for storing/using data. PCB just
38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one
DS1820 sensor and four header cables.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £23.95
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each
NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone number
using a DTMF phone from
anywhere in the world and
remotely turn on/off any of
the 4 relays as desired .
User settable Security Password, AntiTamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT approved 130x110x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £44.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £64.95
Serial Isolated I/O Module
Computer controlled 8hannel relay board .
mains rated relay
utputs. 4 isolated
digital inputs. Useful in
variety of control and
sensing applications. Controlled via serial
port for programming (using our new Windows interface, terminal emulator or batch
files) Includes plastic case 130x1 00x30mm.
Power Supply: 12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 31 08KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code : AS31 08 - £64.95

--------

Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 12 onboard relays with included
infrared remote control unit.
Toggle or momentary. 15m+
range. 112x122mm. Supply : 12Vdc/0.5A
Kit Order Code : 3142KT - £42.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3142 - £52.95

PIC & ATMEL Programmers
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and
A TMEL Programmers. Complete range and
documentation available from our web site.

Programmer Accessories:
40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00
18Vdc Power supply (PSU010) £19.95
leads: Parallel (lDC136) £4.95/ Serial
(LDC441) £4.95/ USB (LDC644) £2.95
NEW! USB 'AII·Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all
'Flash' devices. No external
power supply making it truly
portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZI F Socket
and USB Plug A-B lead not incl.
Assembled Order Code : AS3128 - £39.95
"PICAll" PIC Programmer
"PICALL" will program virtually all 8 to 40 pin serialmode* AND parallel-mode
(PIC16C5x family)* programmed PIC micro controllers. Free fully functional software. Blank chip
auto detect for super fast bulk programming .
Parallel port connection. Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Assembled Order Code : AS3117 - £24.95
ATMEl 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any
standard terminal comms
program. 4 LED's display
the status. ZI F sockets
not included. Supply : 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code : 3123KT - £24.95
NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection . Header
cable for ICSP. Free Windows
software. Wide range of suprted PICs - see website for
complete listing. ZIF Socket/USB
Plug -8 lead not incl. Supply : 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3149EKT - £37.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3149E - £52.95

..

www.quasarelectronics.com

Secure Online Ordering Facilities

Full Product Listing, Descriptions & Photos

Kit Documentation & Software Downloads

Circuit Ideas

Sinusoidal Oscillator Using
OTAs and Grounded Capacitors
S
inusoidal oscillators are
increasingly becoming
important in many areas such
as instrumentation, communication measurements and
others. The uses of OTAs in
developing oscillators are
attractive because they offer
highly linear electronic tunability and wide tunable range
of transconductance gain,
besides their operatation at
high frequency.
Moreover, these oscillators
are suitable for IC implementation either in bipolar or CMOS
technology as they are devoid
of resistors. For IC implementation, the grounded capacitors are highly suitable as they
require less silicon area and
absorb parasitic capacitances.
Several OTA-C oscillators
have already been reported.
They use either three or four
OTAs and grounded capacitors, or two OTAs and floating
capacitors. Besides, for the
two OTA-C oscillators, oscillation and frequency of oscillation are a condition of the
transconductance gain.
Here, I introduce a new OTAGC oscillator that uses two
OTAs and grounded capaci-

tors. The proposed oscillator is
suitable for IC implementation
in bipolar or CMOS technology. The proposed oscillator offers the following salient
features:
);;- use of OTAs
);;- high frequency operation
);;- grounded capacitors
);;- electronic tunability
);;- suitable for IC implementation
);;- independent adjustability of
frequency of oscillation (FO)
and condition of oscillation
(CO).
OTA is differential voltage
controlled current source
(DVCCS) and is characterised
by the following equation:
10 =gm(V+ -V-)
where gm is the transconductance gain, which is function of
the bias current used to control "frequency of oscillations,
thus lending electronic tunability to the circuit, which is
highly desirable in IC technology. The expression for gm
is given by:
gm = 1t/2VT
(1)
where Ib is the bias current
and VT is the thermal voltage
equals to 26mV at room temperature .

Figure 1: Electronically tunable oscillator

The proposed oscillator is
shown in Figure 1. Routine
analysis yields the following
characteristic equation:
S2C 1C2 + sg1 (C 1- C0+ g1 g2 = 0
(2)
The condition of oscillation
(CO) is:
CO
C 1 = C2
(3)
and frequency of oscillation
(FO) is:
FO <Do = (g1g2/C1C2)V,
(4)
For g1 =g2 =g, and C1 = ~ =C,
the FO is given by:
<Do = glC
(5)
from equation (3) and (4), it is
clear that the CO and FO are
independently adjustable.

Moreover, the FO is linearly
tunable through the transconductance gains of OTAs and in
terms of bias current the FO is
given by:
<Do = Ib 12V-rC
(7)
From equation (7) it is clear
that the frequency is linearly
and electronically tunable
through the bias currents of
OTAs over a wide range.

Syed Zaffer Iqbal
Department of Physics
S. P. College, Srinagar
Kashmir
India

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Electronic Audio Balun
Tne circuit in Figure 1 can
I be used to convert balanced audio signals to unbalanced audio signals and vice
versa and to eliminate ground
loop. It works much like a
signal transformer, but it is
considerably cheaper than a
good transformer, it has a
flatter transfer and it doesn't
short-circuit the signal source
at low frequencies. It was

.•
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designed and built for Haarlem
105, a Dutch local FM radio
station.
Haarlem 105 has a very lowbudget studio using a mixture
of professional, semi-professional and consumer equipment. The professional equipment is usually earthed and
has balanced inputs and outputs. The consumer equipment is usually double isolated

with unbalanced inputs and
outputs. Some of the semiprofessional gear and the
computers combine the worst
of both worlds: earthed with
unbalanced audio inputs and
outputs, making ground loop
problems inevitable.
The circuit is based on indirect voltage feedback. The
voltage between the positive
and negative inputs is con-

verted into a current by the
degenerated differential pair
01-R1-R2-02. The voltage
between the positive and negative outputs is also converted
into a current by an equal differential pair 03-R3-R4-04.
The signal currents are subtracted and their difference
drives the balanced output
stage 05-06. Hence, the feedback loop tries to make the
ELECTRONICS WORLD. May 2006
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Circuit Ideas

difference between the output
voltages equal to the difference between the input voltages. The distortion of the
degenerated differential pair at
the input, which is already
quite small, is largely cancelled
by the equal distortion of the
differential pair in the feedback
path.
The feedback loop only sets
the voltage difference between
the positive and negative outputs. Therefore, the amplifier
output basically acts as a
floating voltage source, just
like the secondary of a signal
transformer driven by a voltage
source. When the negative
output is connected to the
ground of an unbalanced load
and the positive output is connected to the hot side of this

unbalanced load, the amplifier
develops the correct signal
voltage across the load,
regardless of any ground
voltage differences between
the amplifier and the load.
The circuit is designed to
have a signal handling capability of about 9V peak, well
above the +4dBu or 1.228V
RMS, 1. 737V peak level normally used in professional
audio and well above the
2.828V peak full-scale normally used in consumer CD
players.
If clean clipping is of importance, it is advisable to bias
the feedback stage at a slightly
higher current than the input
stage. This can be done by
increasing R7 to 634 ohm and
reducing R8 to 590 ohm.

A better solution in custom cables, coiled
leads and terminated assemblies, takes more
than a mere specialist. It takes the market
leader.

In order to keep everything
properly biased, some sort of
common-mode loop is
required to set the commonmode voltage at the collectors
of 05 and 06. Unfortunately,
this common-mode loop
makes the amplifier output
look less like a floating voltage
source, reducing its effect. A
slow and weak commonmode loop is used to keep the
common-mode output
impedance as high as possible
at audio frequencies. The circuit around 011 and 012 acts
as the weak common-mode
loop. Due to the filtering provided by C3, the commonmode loop does not do much
at audio frequencies.
R18 and R19, which keep
the outputs biased at OV, also

reduce the common-mode
output impedance to some
extent. If the load is not sensitive to the DC voltage anyway,
it is best not to place R18 and
R19.
The ground of the amplifier
can be connected to either the
ground of the signal source, or
the ground of the load. If the
purpose is to break ground
loops, it should obviously not
be connected to both.
Marcel van de Gevel
Haarlem
The Netherlands
Send new circuit Ideas to:

The Ed itor,
Nexus Media Communications,
Media House, Azalea Drive,
Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU
or email to :

ewclrcultOnexuamedla.com
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Kalestead. The details are on our website.
www.lloyd·research.com
T +44 (0) 1489 574040
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Basic Engineering
Mathematics

John Bird
Newnes (Elsevier)

efore opening
this book, I
wanted to get clear in
my mind what I
would be expecting
from it as a young
student who might
not be 'that good' at
maths. I decided I
wanted lots of realistic examples, minimum
of jargon and a lively text. By 'realistic' I
mean plausible real-life problems that I
might actually encounter. By looking for a
'minimum of jargon' I was hoping to find
mathematical processes called by names I
would easily recognise, with no undefined
acronyms. By 'lively text' I would be looking
for a conversational style which sought to
include me and not simply seek to impress
me with the author's knowledge.
The subject matter in this book covers a
broad range of topics from basic arithmetic, through formula manipulation and
algebra to more complex topics like vectors and waveform addition. Some might
regard some of the earlier chapters as too
basic, but my own personal experience
has shown that young students are not
always as competent as I would have
expected them to be. Some students
seem to leave school with a blind spot for
maths, which can actually steer them
away from quite rewarding careers in engineering. I was pleased to see that this
book addresses some of these basic
issues that can be such a stumbling block

B

Introduction to AutoCAD
2005 2D and 3D Design

AlfYarwood
Elsevier

arwood has
authored many
books on successive
releases of AutoCAD
and this book maintains the standard.
It's an update to his
Introduction to
AutoCAD 2004.
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Book Review

when trying to comprehend some of the
more difficult concepts.
The format adopted for each chapter,
and there are thirty-four in all, has an introductory section, a number of worked
examples to illustrate the techniques
involved at each stage as the topic
develops, followed by exercises for students to try o~ their own. Some of the
chapters are quite short and I found this
helpful. The exercises are supported by
answers at the end of the book, so that
the student isn't left high and dry, and I
was pleased to see that acronyms, such
as HCF (highest common factor) are highlighted and defined on first use.
Lets take 'Chapter 26 - Triangles and
Some Practical Applications' as an
example. This chapter starts by looking at
'solving a triangle' to find its properties of
side lengths, area and angles, and introduces the sine and cosine rules and area
equations for any triangle. This is followed
by six different worked problems for a
whole variety of different triangles. But, and
this is important, the student isn't just left
wallowing in theory but a number of reallife practical problems are introduced and
worked through. These cover applications
in mechanics, surveying and electronics,
so there is something for everyone to relate
to. The chapter concludes with a summarising assignment of exam style questions.
There is a summary of formulae at the
end of the book, which is very helpful as
quick reference to such things as volumes
and surface areas and standard integrals.
They are all formulae that probably come to
mind as second nature with time, but it is
still useful to have all these collected in one

place to save having to delve into the text.
So how did this book fare against my
original criteria? Well, pretty good, actually. I found it easy to read, although at
times some of the explanations for the
processes were rather long and I had to
re-read sections. It can be hard to avoid
this in a printed text, and some concepts
can be so much easier to convey through
an animated diagram - computers do
spoil us. There are a lot of diagrams and a
lot of mathematical expressions, which are
all well laid out, but, occasionally, I felt I
needed a little more. For example, when
manipulating equations, the use of arrows
to point to where coefficients should move
would reinforce the text-based description
of the process. It might also have been
helpful to use some colour highlighting in
the text to brighten things up a little, but
this carries a premium and there has to be
a compromise to keep the cost within
reach of young students. I'm probably
being very critical here but I'm aware how
easy it is to 'lose' students if the subject
matter gets too dry.
However, I'm sure that most students at
this level will find this book meets their
needs and will be worth hanging on to for
reference, throughout their careers. I have
tried to review the book from a student's
standpoint, but teachers will also find the
book very useful as a resource. There is a
separate instructors manual available
although I have not seen this. The theory
sections are sub-divided into readily
digestible chunks and there would be
plenty of opportunity for getting students
to work on their own. I know I will find it
useful.

Autodesk's AutoCAD is a bit like
Microsoft Office in that it's not the
cheapest in its class and it's not the most
elegant available. But, it is the industry
standard for technical drawing. If you are
an engineering student, you'll need to
master AutoCAD. If, like me, you've been
working with a rival CAD system, then you
probably need to convert to AutoCAD.
Either way, this book is for you.
The book is primarily intended as a tutorial. It contains a structured set of exercises that will take you from being a complete novice through to being competent

on all key aspects of drawing in AutoCAD
2005. It doesn't pretend to make you an
AutoCAD expert, after all Autodesk's own
documentation is at least 10 times as thick.
The book aims to cater for CAD units of
the UK BTEC Higher National and BTEC
National Engineering schemes from
Edexcel, and the City & Guilds 4351
qualiofication.
Advanced topics like programming in
AutoCAD Visual Basic for Applications,
obtaining parts lists/bill-of-materials and
interfacing with other CAD/CAE systems or
computer aided machining are not covered.

John Wood
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Most of the tutorials and exercises in the
book have a machine part orientation.
Some are architectural. But you shouldn't
have any trouble applying what you can
leam from this book to AutoCAD's main
applications in electronics - laying out
equipment floors, designing rack layouts
and designing equipment chassis, cases
and packaging. Chapter 9 has two pages
on using blocks to create electronic circuit
symbols for use in schematics.
The author has a simple easy to follow
writing style, illustrated with copious
screens hots and drawing fragments. You
won't have any trouble following it.
A typical chapter is structured around:
» Aims of the chapter
» Introduction
» 5-12 sections focused on learning a
tool (e.g. scale, move, extrude etc, or
drawing components (e.g. blocks, sectional views, etc)
» Revision notes
» Exercises

I found this structure helped me
remember what I'd learnt.
Chapter 1 provides the basics on
starting AutoCAD, using the mouse, using
dialogues and tool bars, and introduces
the reader to templates.
Later chapters cover:
» Drawing simple outlines
» Positioning (object snap, autos nap etc.)
» Drawing (arcs, ellipses, rectangles etc.)
» Zoom and pan
» More on templates
» Modify tools (object copy, mirror, offset,
array, move, scale, trim, stretch, break,
extend, chamfer and 'fillet)
» Dimensioning and tolerancing
» Adding text
» Orthographic (3-view 1st and 3rd angle)
and isometric drawing
» Hatching and gradient shading/tinting
» Blocks and inserts (drawings inserted
as components or symbols in other
drawings)
» Sheet sets (all drawings associated with

one item can be defined and managed as
a set)
Nine chapters cover 3D modelling to
considerable detail-drawing, manipulating,
surfacing and rendering. There are also a
few miscellaneous topics such as typical
product design process, using email and
the Web, and AutoCAD 2005 enhancements over AutoCAD 2004. An appendix
gives a basic overview of printing/plotting.
The publishers have created a companion website at http1#'books{'eIsevier.
oomfoompanionsl;Ol50661214, where you
can view and download step-by-step
solutions for all of the exercises in the
book. Solutions are provided as PDF files;
drawing files as DWG files. You can also
download all material belonging to any
chapter as a ZIP file. Some files in
Microsoft Word format explain step-bystep how to do the exercises.
Note that Autodesk is already selling
AutoCAD 2006.

Pam Creed

Easy-PC ersion 9 just gets better
Winning accolades the world over, Easy-PC for Windows V9
is another major milestone in the evolution of this extremely
popular software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC
and prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and
remarkable value for money.

Vers"on 9 fetaures - • lD BoardY_
• NewW... XP User Intet'fac:e
• Rewene Engineer SCM &om PCB
Track Fattefting
•

nteI active Schenaatk

outing

• New S&I§ng 14
• Component Clearance Cheds
.~PinNames

ma.nr mcwe exciting features..--

-l.

r

o .

Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single
application complete with forward and back annotation.
Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at
all times. Professional manufacturing outputs allow you
to finish the design process with ease.

Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press ...
Easy-PC imports Eagle files as well as Tsien Boardmaker 2 files
call for a brochure, prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662
or e-mail sales@numberone.com
you can also download a demo from

Designed to<
M~~

WI.-<XP,

www.numberoe.com

2OOO,ME,98,
W1ndows~

Number One Systems - Oak Lane - Bredon - Tewkesbury - Glos - United Kingdom - GL20 7LR UK
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Small PC Enclosures DC Blower
The ADDA AB4505 DC blower from
Aerco is built in a 45 x 45mm square
frame and is only 7.5mm thick. As such,
it is ideal for mounting in small PC enclosures.
Operating from a 5 or 12 volt DC
supply and running at a maximum speed
of 5,700rev/min, the AB4505 provides
0.85Iitres/s (1.8CFM) airflow in free air
and, because of its compact size, is
ideal for chip and hot spot cooling.
Either a ball and sleeve combination or
the ADDA patented HYPRO bearing

system can be specified, both of which
provide a life expectancy in excess of
50,000 hours at 25°C.
Standard two-wire and three-wire
tachometer speed sensor signal is provided for fan failure protection and special lengths of supply cables are available fitted with customer specified connectors to simplify installation and
reduce production costs.
The AB4505 is RoHS compliant and
CE approved.
www.aerco.co.uk

Molex's New Interface Modules
The new 39170 series of interface modules from Molex are clamed to provide
a cost-effective method to interface
field wiring to PLCs and other control
devices. Molex's new DIN-rail mounted
devices have been developed to connect a high-density cable from a PLC or
electronic control system to terminal
blocks where wiring from "field devices
is terminated.
The connections between the high-density PLC cable and the terminal blocks
are pre-wired on a printed circuit

board. The result is a reduced wiring
time as much as 50%, as well as a
quicker checkout of new control systems and faster troubleshooting of
installed systems. The 39170 series
also offers space savings of up to 60%
compared to standard DIN rail terminal
blocks.
The new modules are ideally suited
for a vast range of applications from
industrial control equipment such as
PLCs and motion controllers, to
machine builder applications such as

packaging and milling machines, and
are also tailored for material handling
equipment including conveyor systems
and elevators, or transportation applications such as signal control, railway
switching and jetway systems.
Interface Modules support from 9 to
50 circuits per module. The modules
are available witll fixed or pluggable
terminal blocks, and the PLC/controller
interface is available with a ribbon
cable connector or a D-sub connector.
www.molex.com/product/interface_modules.html

High Reliability X-ray Power
Supplies
High voltage power supplies with
industry leading levels of ripple and drift
have been introduced by Applied
Kilovolts. Designed for low power X-ray
applications, the XL and XF ranges offer
exceptional reliability, particularly in
continuous long-term operation.
The XL models, with outputs up to
70kV, have their bipolar high voltage
section immersed in the oil tank next to
the X-ray tube. This reduces size and
weight, and removes the need for
expensive high voltage cables and connectors.

The XF range, with outputs ranging
from 25kV to 50kV, has the high
voltage section encapsulated in silicon rubber, for long term protection
against dust and moisture. Control
of output voltage and current is by
internal potentiometers or external
10V analogue control voltages.
Output ripple is less than 1 % peak
to peak for both ranges, which are
rated at 100W. Their high reliability has
been achieved through particular attention being given to arc hardness and
high voltage stress . Full turn-on

sequencing is provided with both
ranges, to minimise stress on the tube
and power supply.
www.appliedkiloyolts.com
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Rechargeable batteries with solder tags.
NIMH
AA 2000mah ...................... £2.82
C4Ah ............. ..................... £4.70
D9Ah .................................. £7.60
PP3 150mah ...................... £4.95

NICAD
AA 650mah ........................ £1.41
C 2.5A ................................ £3.60
D 4Ah ................................. £4.95

Instrument case with edge connector and
screw terminals
Size 112mm x 52mm x 105mm tall.
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to
protect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12
screw terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on.
The cream bases have minor marks from dust and handling.
Price £2.00 + VAT (= £2.35) for a sample or £44.00 + VAT (= £51.70)
for a box.

866 battery pack originally intended to be used
with an orbitel mobile telephone it contains 10
1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x22dia the size usually
used in cordless screwdrivers etc.) the pack is
new and unused and can be broken open quite
easily
£6.46 + VAT =£8.77
Please add £1.66 + VAT =£1.95 postage and packing per order.

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield S40 2RB
Tel: 01246 211202
Fax: 01246 550959
www.jpgelectronics.com
MastercardNisa/Switch
Callers welcome 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

Website Directory
To reserve your website space phone Reuben Gurunlian 01322 611261
or email reuben.gurunlian@nexusmedia.com

www.action·circuits.co.uk
Specialists in Chip Programming and SMD
Reeling Services, Action Circurts (UK) Ltd
offer subcontract services to the
electronics industry second to none. We
cunrently have trading partnerships with
many Semiconductor manufacturers,
distributors, CEM's and OEM's. Our
component programming and tape & reel ing service is available for high volume or
sample quantities.
If you are looking for a service to tape and reel components or program your OTP or
Flash programmable devices, then our highly experienced staff are committed to offering
you a device programming service, laser marking and component taping service with a
quick tumaround at a very competitive cost.

Designer
Systems Co

Confolrd
Electronics

-_....-.---_..

-...--.....

www.confordelec.co.uk
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Lightweight portable battery/mains
audio units offering the highest technical
performance. Microphone, Phantom
Power and Headphone Amplifiers.
Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with
extensive RFI protection. Specialists

.-._-----_
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DB Technology
www.dbtechnology.co.ukl
Anechoic chamber and open area test site.
• Compliance Tests
• Fixes included. FCC Listed.
• Flexible hourly booking available.
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.

www.designersystems.co.uk
Electronic product design company with
over a decade of experience promoting
it's own product range and designing and
manufacturing innovative products for
client companies/individuals.

Forest
Electronics

Harmonic
Software Systems
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Harmonic Software Systems develops
embedded real-time systems and DSP
solutions for industrial, commercial and
military customers. We supply:
• Vx Works Board Support Packages and
device drivers.• Software Development
services .• Consultancy at excellent rates.
• Safety critical systems up to SIL3.
• Digrtal Signal Processing algorithms and
kemel development.
We are experienced in developing systems

Kalestead Ltd
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KALESTEAD

SPECIALIST CABLES
COILED LEADS AND ACCESSORIES

At Kalestead we do not simply supply
coiled leads from stock or "off the shelf',
the reason for this being that they are
made to each customer's specifiC
requirements. We can, however, offer a
quick tumaround using cable available
-...r......
from stock which can be coiled to you
own specification.
It is because of the specialised nature of our business that we are unable to provide
a price list on our web site. Please do not hesitate to contact a member of our sales
team who will discuss with your and supply you with an individual quotation.
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Electronic product design company with
over a decade of experience promoting it's
own product range and designing and
manufacturing innovative products for
client companieS/individua·ls.
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utilising a wide range of technologies, including:
• MIL-STD-1553 • Firewire IEEE-I 394
• Ethemet • CANBus • V RS2321422J485
• ARM. MIPS, PowerPC, x86 • TMS320, Share
• VME, cPC!, PC I 04 or custom hardware

Call us now on 01293 817635 to
discuss your requirements.

Mushroom
Components
www.surplectronics.com
Surpletl'Onics is a brand new electronics
components e-Store with a difference. We
specialise in popular electronic components
from leading manufacturer'S at rock bottom
prices that you won't find elsewhere.
New lines are arriving every day and many of our products are one-off specials that
may not be repeated.
Our products are all new, unused and are fully guaranteed. Ordering is simple, with UK
shipment free for orders over £50 and payment is completed credit carel. Goods are
shipped that day for prompt delivery.

Surpletronics· serious about surplus. Tel: 0870 850 5258

Newbury Electronics

Picotech

PCBT Train is a division of Newbury
Electronics Ltd whose pcb manufacturing and
assembling operations have been located in in
Newbury for almost 50 years.

Established in 1991, Pico Technology is a
worldwide leader in the design,
development and manufacture of high
performance PC Oscilloscopes and Data
Loggers. During this time Pico has built up
an impressive portfolio of products;
including the PicoScope 3000 series of PC Oscilloscopes, the USB TC-08 Thermocouple
Data Logger and the award-winning Automotive Diagnostics Kit.
We pride ourselves on offering innovative, high quality and affordable altematives to
traditional bench top test and measurement equipment. operating under the
IS0900 I :2000 quality system.

RD Research

Telnet Ltd

82 Spice Version 5.2
Low cost - high performance Spice
software. Features only normally found in
packages costing more than £'1 ,000. We
are so confident that B2 Spice V5.2 will
impress you that we offer an uncondrtional
30-day evaluation of the full boxed version,
complete with printed user manual. If it's not up to your expectations then simply retum it.
.. Fast and accurate simulations " Real-world parts .. Circuit Wizard .. Function generators,
oscilloscope, ammeter, voltmeter, wattmeter, distortion meters, and more . .. Real-time
'live' simulation adjustments.
All the power without the cost. Only £229 + VAT.
Call 01603 872331. www.spice-software.com

Suppliers of quality second-user test
and measurement equipment at prices
you can afford. Manuals and accessories
supplied. If you would like a quote,
please call. We also purchase your
surplus test equipment. Please call us
for the best offers.
TELHET
I Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate, CV3 2RL
Tel: 024 76650702
Fax: 024 76650773
Mobile: 07860 400683
Email: dales@telnet.uk.com

Beta Layout Ltd

Stewart Of
Reading

Why pay more for a prototype pcb and
~::~~~~~~~;:~
small batch pcb production! Established for over •
5 years, PCB Train is now the UK's leading supplier of prototype pcbs. The PCB Train
concept has revolutionised the costs of pcb prototype and small batch pcb production.
The low cost is achieved by making different designs of pcb on "panels" on fixed
production schedules yielding huge savings which we pass on to you. Buy from PCB Train
and receive professionally UK manufactured (BS EN lSI 900 I :2000 approved) prototype
pcbs and small batch production runs of pcbs on time at prices a fraction of those
typically quoted by our competitors.

The Best Value Online PCB Prototyping
Service Available:
Instant on line quotations & ordering (no
pre registration).
We offer the following:
.. No minimum quantity. .. No tooling
_.
~
charges. .. No drill Limitations. .. I to 6
"_
~ '_
'~
layers (prototype quantities) .. 2 layers ( small production batches) .. Fr4, 1.6mm.35
um,HASL (Pb freeiRohstvVeee) .. Soldermask I Silkscreen (optional) .. Leadtimes from 2 -8
working days " Full DRC on all orders ( we manually check every file !!!). .. PCB-POOL®
accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout softwares (see our website (or details)
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT software FREE of charge.
Free Phone : 0800 3898560
l.....-_ _

MicroRobotics
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Micro-Robotics is a Cambridge-based
manufacturer of custom and off-the-shelf
---....--.....embedded control solutions and
-'
. - - -..
components. The company's VM-I credit,_.:."'----~---.
card-sized control computer is ideal for a
----~-~-wide range of applications.
When used with the Micro-Robotics proprietary Venom-SC object-oriented programming language, the VM-I controller can handle analogue and digital 110, graphical user
interfaces, communication protocols, data and text files and many other functions.
This combination of powerful processor, easy to use application software and comprehensive I/O resources will make the VM-I highly suitable for applications such as
intelligent instruments, hand-held devices, industrial automation and process control
systems, security systems and similar other applications.
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SPECIAL OFFERS

'::l
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Stewart of Reading is a small business with '":,,_:=
over 30 years experience in the surplus
_.
electronic test equipment market.
We are well known within the industry,
have a good reputation and successfully
distribute stock worldwide.
All equipment is fully tested and guaranteed before distribution.
Stewart of Reading
17A King Street, Mortimer, Hr. Reading, Berkshire. RG7 3RS United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)118933 IIII
Fax: +44(0) 118 933 2375

-
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Proteus Design
Suite
The Proteus Design Suite from Labcenter
Electronics Ltd provides a unified development environment for the professional
electronics engineer. From schematic
capture, through simulation to PCB design Proteus delivers a cost-effective solution designed
to streamline the development lifecycle and reduce the time to market. Proteus also includes
the worlds first schematic based microcontrollersimulation technology, allowing you to test
and debug your microcontrollerapplication alongside any analog and digital electronics
connected to it. This enables parallel development. reduces costly prototyping revisions,
simplifies testing and saves both time and money. With free support direct from the
program authors, the Proteus Design Suite is the total solution, from concept to completion.

BVM

Class-d Design
Limited
....d=d~
Established to give a cost effective solution to
audio, lighting, general electronic design and
manufacture for the leisure, commercial,
industrial, domestic markets. Linear and Class- L---=-=._ -_ _.--'"~~_ __"_
d design amplification including PFC power supplies. Full design through to manufacture
and installation.
• Manufacturing equipment Plastic injection moulding Die-casting • Surface Mount
production • Full volume manufacturing • Supplying sound systems • Energy saving •
Lighting systems • LED lighting Fluorescent Lighting ballasts
4

Suppliers of computer boards and systems
for embedded application. Comprehensive
ranges of standard boards and systems are
described on the website together with a
family of ultra slim panel PCs for Kiosk and
information display systems.
In addition the company offer a
customisation service for both CPU and I/O boards and complete assembled systems.
Typical applications range for point of sale terminals to traffic management systems.
Call 01489 780144 to discuss your system requirements or email saleS@bvmltd.co.uk

4

BVM Limited

Hobb Lane, Hedge End, Southampton, SOJO OGH

-----

Nohau
Embedded Development Tools and
OEM products. Nohau UK Ltd are
specialists in embedded system
development tools, software stacks
and OEM products.
.. Compilers, RTOS, TCP/IP
.. Jtag & BDM debuggers, emulators
.. Programmers
.. USB Stacks
.. USB Protocol Analysers and
Factory Testers
.. Bluetooth Analysers
.. Bluetooth Serial Port Modules

.. Automotive &Industrial Communications
.. CAN interfaces
.. CANopen bus stacks
.. IC test probes and adapters
.. BGA test sockets

Microchip
Technologies
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading
provider of microcontroller and
analogue semiconductors, providing
low-risk product development, lower total system cost and faster time to market for
thousands of diverse customel- applications worldwide. Microchip designs, manufactures,
and markets a variety of high performance components for high volume, cost-effective
embedded control solutions, including 8- and 16-bit PIC® microcontrollers: dsPIC®
digital signal controllers: development kits; serial EEPROMs, more than 350 mixed-signal
analogue and interface products; KEELOQ secure data transmission products; and the
PowerSmart® family of smart battery management products. Microchip's product
solutions feature compact size, integrated functionality, and ease of development.

Quality second-user test & measurement equipment

Telnet

Tel: 02476 6S0 702 Fax: 02476 6S0 773
Web: www.telnet.uk.com Email: sales@telnet.uk.com
All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases. Add carriage and VAT to all goods.
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate Coventry CV3 2RL ENGLAND
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~
FU<e DSP-FTK FbB q:AX:; TES Kr (as rew)
£550
1FR(fv1ara:n) 2300 Spoc. M . 9Q-lz-2.7GHz
£3400
£SXX)
IFA(TIIIaJa::n) aE11<»1z-2.7GHz) Sig. GEn
£SXX)
IFA(TIIIaJa::n)aE11<»1z-2.7GHz)&J.GEn.
IFA 231 0 TETRA Sig'aI Anatyser (as rew)
£15CXXl
IFA 6970 PoNerMelEr(varUJs~ ClIICliatje)
£750

IFA Ekro tvbo.NcM3 TES Set (26.5GHz)
ffiiOO
£aX)
l..a::roy' 140~ 100\t1Hz-4Q-arre1
Pd'de & Sctwarz 8rv1Y01 9Q-lz 1040 MHz Sig'aI Generata' £1 ~
Pd'de & Sctwarz Qv1D 01 cgtaI Rcd::J Garms TES Set £42j)
£37a)
Pd'de & Sctwarz XSRM Rltrl.m F~ SIarrlud
Pd'de & Sctwarz Qv1D 00 cgtaI Rcd::J Garms TES Set £3500
R&S srvllCl-aE Veda SiJ. GEn. (3 GHz)
£7CXXl
R&S srv1G (0.1 -1 GHz) sg. GEn.
£1750
Seaward PAT 1CXffi PATTester (NEMt n Ix>x) was £845 roN £550
£2!m
Sdar1Jm 1250 F~ Flesjx.nse~
£27:X)
~Sttlxi<4ffi22.3GHz Rcd::J TESSet
TekIJaix THS 7ZJA 100'v'Hz 2 aur,a HarlI1etl
£1250
~
TekIJaix TDS:n348 EOO'V1Hz -4 dlarreI (NEVv)
£5EOO
rew pre £8190 roN"
TekIJaix 271 0 Spoc. M 9Q-lz-1.oc.Hz
£2700
TekIJaix 2711 Spec. M. 9Q-lz-1.oc.Hz
£3750
TeklJaixTDS7840~ (Dig. ~
1GHz4Gs's
£B:ill
££Xi)
TekIJaix TDS 220 100\t1Hz-2 Q-arreI Real Tme ScqJe
£:nX)
T9<!Jaix TDS 524A 5OO'v1Hz-5CXJV1sls 2 aur,a ocq:Je
£:329)
TekIJaix TDS 724A 500\fHz-1Gs1s 2+2 d1cnleIs
TekIJaix 24658 4OO\t1Hz 4 Qarel ocq:Je
£1CXXl
TekIJaix 11402 (Cijtaizrg f'v1ai1fmrre) +11 An'34 r*J9'hs £1fBJ
Tek!raix 571 OJrve TlaB'
£1250
£ffiX)
W&GPFJ8Em:Jr&JitlerTESSet
WCJ:.jre Kerr32EOA.+3265A PrecisOl NIag. M. -Mth Bias ill £5EOO
WCJ:.jre Kerr3245 PrecisOlIrd. Analyser
£1~
WCJ:.jre Kerr 6425 Pnrim Ccrrp:ra1t Anatyser
£:mO
W~ 91 00 l.JriveIsaJ CaiJralI:x' (Qjs 100/250)
£9CXXl
£ffiX)
W&G PFJ 8 Em:Jr ard JtIer TES Set
W&G PFA 3) cgtaI GarmsAnatyser
£:mO
W&G PFA 35 DgiaI GarmsAnatyser
£2!m

Vcrilusoh!t' ce6absilslDclc. calforslDck/ptices

ARTICLES WANTEflJ

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Limited
1Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP
TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

Components wanted
Excess/Surplus

www.mushroom.co.uk
01234 363611
will collect anywhere in Europe
Instant Cash Settlement

action circuits
(U K)

II MIT E D

device programming & reeling specialists

III".

TOROIDAL
TRANSFORMERS
@ Product Range 10va - 6kva
@ Short Lead Times
@ Large or Short Production Runs
@ Very Fast Prototype Service
@ All products manufactured in UK

I.C. PROGRAMMING
& LASER MARKING
SERVICES

TIGER TOROIDS LTD

Tel: 00 44 (0)1582412323
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com
www.actioncircuits.com

Tel: 01379 608 868
Fax: 01379 608 871

Unit 5 Pulham Market Hall,
Station Road, Pulham Market
Diss, Norfolk, IP21 4XF

WE BUY: IC's, Memory, Relays, Caps, PSU's,
Semiconductors, Populated Boards,
Computers & Test Equipment

ANYTHING CONSIDERED
For our wide range of Semiconductor +
Passives List, please ring, fax or e-mail

MAIL ELECTRONICS LTD
TEL: 0161-7614520/ FAX: 0161-763 6863
EMAIL: andrew@mailelectronics.com
Web: www.mailelectronics.com

1'1!!~!ll:!~tiLC;

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

II
II
II
II
II

REAL TIME SYSTEMS DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT

&

T ESTING

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING - TMS320, SHARC, Dsp56K
DEVICE DRIVERS, BSPs , LIBRARIES, FIRMWARE
SAFETY CRITICAL TO SIL3, MISRA-C:2004, POSIX, VXWORKS
VME, cPCI, PC104 OR CUSTOM HARDWARE

Tel:
01293 817635
Web: www.harmonicss.co.uk
Email: sales@harmonicss.co.uk

Premium quality at
a competitive price

SMD TAPING &
REELING SERVICES
Tel: 0044 (0)1582 412323
Email: sales@acfioncircuifs.com
www.acfioncircuifs.com

www. rak.co.uk - data@rak.co. uk
24 Hour Service
Quality Prototype and Small Quantity
Printed Circuits Fast

• Prototypes at a fraction of the cost
• Tooling and setup included

Single Sided • Double Sided
Multi Layer • PTFE • RoHS Compliant
Silver & Gold • SMD Assembly

• Industry standard quality
• Any contour

Unit 12, Shirehill Industri,ll Est,lte. S.lthon \V,llden.
Essex CBll 3AQ

e.

CAM/CAD Consulting .
ONLINE Quotations .
ISO-Approved .

!

Tel: 01799 526227 Fax: 01799 525107

i

From the UK's No.1 CADSTAR Supplier.
Powerful, Affordable, PCB Solutions,
~

...... quadra

•

Follow up Services Runs •

I ~- }- )
(' }-_D

--- solutions

•

0

Authorised Dis1Jibulor

engmeering design partner

CADSTAR Distributor and complete PCB Design Bureau
For your FREE version of CADSTAR Express visit www.quadrasol.co.uk
Tel: 01254 301 888 E-mail: info@quadrasol.co.uk

Please mention Electronics World

:PRODUCT?DfJ/ELOPMENT .'
From

Conce

Tum·key product design, re-design {induding RoHS} and
manufacturing services to allow your business to stay

competitive and meet your customers needs.
•

•
•
•

Wide development coverage
induding telecommunications,
broadcast, Industrial, automotive,
white goods and commercial.
Industrial safety &control products.
GSM/GPRS telemetry via SMS or
data (TCP/IP) for M2M.
GPS enabled systems for asset
tracking, security or monitoring.

•
•
•
•
•

EthemetjWIFI telemetry .
Broadcast audio &video routing
and interfacing systems.
Automotive audio visual,
security and accessOIies.
RobotiCS for education or
the hobbyist.
Professional DVD and netwtrt
video player accessories.

email sales@designersystems.co.uk
tel/fax +44 (0) 1872223306
web www.designersystems.co.uk

new parts @ surplus prices

www.surplectronics.com

Specialist in Ferrite coil Winding since 1976
Committed to delivering Quality Bespoke components, on time,
by building on our sucess of supplying our customers with
what they want, when they want it.

Nimrod Way, Ferndown Industrial Estate, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 7SH
Tel: 01 202 87 21 01 Fax: 01 202 87 20 87
E-Mail: sales@automatic-windings.co.uk
Web: www.automatic·windings.co.uk

CONTRAa MANUFAaURING

C3QC3r

_ • __ • c::::. i

rc:::, ___

c

i· "t:~.

PCB DESIGN & MANUFACTURE
for both the Hobbyi t and

rof

'I A!
EECOlXYE

ional

Yro·ur Best CEM'/CDM P3r:1ne".

PCBs de&lgnedJ and produced fro. . ~
.. Notes,
.. Schetnatk:a
.. Spe£Ulcationa
.. Deac.riptions
.. Print - ou.t&
.. G4tI'tMN&

Full Service, Turnkey
Design/Contract Ma,oufacturing

A'Iai1abl.e Mh Of withlJAut component assembly

Don9guan~Shenzh&n

BArrERIES8
. CHARGERS
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power ~actor Correction
designed 10 your specificalion

Tel/fax: 01243 842520
e·mail: eugenjus@cix.co.u~

Lomond Electronic Services

ANSMANN ENERGY (UK) LIMITED
Units 19/20, Maple Park, Essex Road,
Hoddesdoll, Herts, ENll OEX, UK
Tel: +44 (01 870 609 2233
Fax: +44 (01 870 609 2234
Email: info@ansmann.co.uk
Web: www.ansmann.co.uk

Yes I would like to subscribe to Electronics World magazine for:
One year £45 UK, £76 in Europe (€120) and Worldwide (US$145)
Two years £80 UK, £140 in Europe (€215) and Worldwide (US$260) saving 10%
Three years £105 UK, £185 Europe (€285) and Worldwide (US$345) saving 20%

Postcode

PAYMENT CHOICE:
I enclose a cheque made payable to Electronics World
2. YIlurprofesslon:

1 Ywinlerest

4. YIlurlndustry

Glndustrial

AProl_engir.et>r

AManagemenl

AAIlaklgue

AAerOSl>ico

BSemusI'olXJy1st

80esun

BOigitai

BAulomotive

I Medical

CPurdlastng/Sll6df'Ii"ll

CSoI1War.

CIlroa<Ic!r;t

oSe<VIWmainlermce

oProject ffiIWIijement

JMililay

OCom~iou

K~e,

II you Plot" nol

HManu!actu~ng

ER......dl

EEMC

ECommunlcaoos

LSemloondutlols

FEoucatiln

FRF/mlcmwa'le

FOlMJrnerelectrooics

lAT8H

Please invoice my company
Please debit my card

Visa

Mastercard

Amex

Switch

Solo

Card No
Issue No (Switch/Solo only)

Expiry date

'0 "'''''''' PlotTIotlOnal tTloiling from other componies ploose hd< bo,

Alfsubsaiphoos,,,,lo, their lull lenn no aadilwiU begN'" I.. ",",eRolionsduli/lg lhisperiod

Signature .

........... Oate .

Ref:512
Debbie Jenner, Freepost SEA 11436, Electronics World, Media House, Swanley, Kent BR8 8BR (no stamp required)UK only
International address: Debbie Jenner, Electronics World, Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Swan ley, Kent BR8 8HU United Kingdom

low cost
high performance
Features only normally found
in packages costing more
than £1,000.
• Virtual Instruments & unlimited
simulation options.
• See what's really going on with powerful
new Dynamic Schematics.
• Fully animated graphs and charts.
• Real-time simulation means that
parameters can now be altered as a
simulation is running.
• New circuit wizard and graphing module.
• Over 30 ,000 models as standard.
• New 'easy view' and 'live circuit' functions
PCB Export.
• No limit on circuit size.
• Free technical support.

Call for details 01603 872331
Major UK organisations use this software including ...

Evaluate the full version
completely free for 30 days
'We're confident the new 82 Spice will
impress you. We offer an unconditional 30 day
evaluation of the full boxed version, complete
with printed user manual. "you don 't like it,
just return it. '

Naim Audio
Cambridge University
BBC Education Departmen t
British Aerospace - BAE
Systems
Culham Laboratory
British Telecom
Cavendish Laboratory
University of Warwick
Hewlet Packard
Daresbury Laboratory
Racal Radar Defence
University of Nottingham
Racal Training Services Ltd
DMI Medical
Imperial College London
Cosworth Racing
Dundee University
Meto International
University of Leeds
Motorola

Oxford Magnet Technology
Surface Technology Systems
Airport & Aviation Services
Controlled Speed Engineering
Isle of Man College
Pixel Fusion
Thames Valley University
Lancaster University
University of Wales Swansea
South Tyneside College
RF Engineering Liverpool
University of Durham
Switched Mode Ltd
Manchester University
Response Electronics
University of Canterbury
Shell International Chemicals
Nairn Academy
Meridian International
Research
I'-JHS - UMDS St Thomas's

Hospital
Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd
Portsmouth College
Aber Instruments Ltd
University of North London
Faculty of Science
Barden Control Systems
University of Bristol
University of Birmingham
Sheffield University
CMAC Quartz Crystals
University of Newcastle upon
Tyne
CSIRO Telecommunications &
Industrial Physics
University of London

i VISA
Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate, Norwich . NR10 4HA. Tel : 01603872331 Fax: 01603879010 Email : info@looking.co .uk

